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OPERATIONS HANDBOOK FOR THE NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

RESEARCH REACTOR, MODEL L-3

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This reactor is a homogeneous solution type reactor commonly called a

"water boiler. " It consists of a core of highly enriched uranyl sulphate solution

in light water contained in a stainless steel sphere surrounded by a graphite re-

flector: The steel tank which contains the core and reflector is encased in lead

shielding, and the entire assembly is enclosed with concrete and timber shielding

material. The reactor is designed for operation at a thermal power of 100 watts

and will supply a thermal neutron flux of approximately 4 x 109 neutrons/cm2-sec

in the experimental facility at the center of the spherical core. The cooling sys-

tem, gas handling system, and instrumentation and controls are designed for ul-

timate operation at a power level of 2000 watts. The reactor assembly is shown

in drawing SRDL-20002. A complete listing of all the engineering drawings and

blueprints is given in Appendix A, while Appendix B contains a list of instruction

manuals of the various components. The reactor components will now be de-

scribed in detail, along with complete operational characteristics and operating

instructions,
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II. DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR COMPONENTS

A. Reflector and Shielding

Description - The reflector is a right circular cylinder of AGHT graphite.

The graphite is contained in a cylindrical steel tank 54-3/4 inches high with an

inside diameter of 60 inches, as shown in drawing SRDL-21002. A spherical

core is located along the vertical axis of the graphite cylinder with the center of

the sphere 34- 1/2 inches from the bottom of the steel tank. The graphite is

stacked inside the tank in two groups consisting of the stringer graphite, which

is given in drawing SRDL-21003, and the core graphite shown in SRDL-21098.

The steel tank is enclosed with cadmium sheet 0. 030 inch thick for thermal neu-

tron shielding. This, in turn, is surrounded by a gamma radiation shield con-

sisting of 5 inches of lead. These shields are shown in drawings SRDL-20003,

26001, 26002, and 26003. The assembled reflector tank as well as photographs

during various stages of assembly are shown in Figs. 1-3. The top shield for

the reflector tank is shown in Fig. 4.

The graphite blocks forming the reflector have been fabricated and stacked

inside the reflector tank in such a manner that a removable cylindrical section,

16 inches in diameter, is formed directly above the spherical core tank. This

forms a removable vertical thermal column 16 inches in diameter by 18 inches

high immediately over the reactor core. A separate shielding cover for this

graphite region is provided as shown in SRDL-26001 and in Fig. 5.

One side of the reflector tank has been provided with a flanged area 3 feet

by 3 feet (Fig. 3). The gamma shielding material is removable in this area.

This permits the stacking of additional graphite outward from the main body of

the reflector graphite to form a horizontal thermal column.

Other experimental facilities in the core and reflector include a central

exposure facility, which extends through the reflector and the spherical core,

and eight removable graphite stringers located about the core as shown in

SRDL-21003 and in Fig. 6. The central exposure facility is a 1-1/8 inches in-

side diameter hole along a horizontal diameter of the tank through the center of

the spherical core. This hole through the graphite is lined with a 3-SO aluminum

tube which is aligned with the stainless steel tube through the spherical core.

The eight removable graphite stringers are 4 inches by 4 inches by approximately

36 inches in length and can be completely removed from the reflector through

holes in the shielding as shown in SRDL-26003. 9



The graphite stringer assembly (SRDL-21003) comprises the main body of

the graphite and contains the eight removable stringers for experimental facilities.

There are four horizontal slots 4 inches by 3/4 inch properly located around the

core for two safety and two control rods. These are shown in Fig. 7 and again in

Fig. 8 after the lead shielding had been installed around the tank. This stringer

graphite constitutes the permanent part of the graphite reflector assembly and will

probably never have to be removed. A step-cut cavity has been left in the stringer

graphite for the core assembly and the core graphite immediately surrounding this

assembly.

The stringer graphite is stacked in 14 layers, which are 4.inches thick with

the exception of layers 1 through 5, which .are 3-3/4 inches thick, while layer 2A

is only 1- 1/4 inches thick. The layers of graphite have been stacked in the follow-

ing order from the bottom of the tank as shown in SRDL-21003: 2, 1, 2A, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. The graphite blocks are numbered consecutively

starting with number one in each layer. The block number is preceded by the

layer number, e. g. 2-1, 2-2, etc. Each layer of the stringer graphite has been

laid in place and then wedged firmly with wooden wedges between the end of the

graphite and the walls of the steel tank.

Graphite Removal - The core graphite extends through layers 7 to 13, inclu-

sive. It fits somewhat loosely around the stainless steel core assembly and can

be easily removed if desired. It has been stacked in the steel tank along with the

core assembly as shown in SRDL-21098. The installation of the core is shown in

Fig. 9. Those blocks of graphite which might shift into openings around the core

assembly have been doweled in place with aluminum dowel pins 3/8 inch in diameter

and 7 inches in length, each being provided with a 1/4 inch -20 tapped hole to per-

mit the insertion of a pull screw for easy removal. In each layer of the core graph-

ite there is one block which has been provided with lift holes which are tapped

for a 3/8 inch - 16 screw. The core assembly can be removed by following the

procedures listed below:

1. Remove the top lid from the steel tank and the aluminum tubes which line

the central exposure facility.

2. Remove the core graphite blocks in descending order of their numbers

down to and including number 8-11, with the exception of block 9-7.
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3. Lift the spherical end of the core assembly with block 9-7 pressed against

the sphere until block 9-7 is high enough to be removed.

4. Remove block 9-7 and slide the core assembly until the stainless steel

piping is contained inside the steel tank..

5. Lift the core assembly out of the tank along with the thin graphite strips,

numbers 7-12 and 7-13.

6. The complete order of removal of the core blocks is listed below:

Column 1

13-12

13-11

13-10

13-9

13-8

13-7

12-15

12-14

12-13

12-12

12-11

12-10

11-19

11-18

11-17

11-16

11-15

11-14

11-13

11-11

11-10

11-9

11-8

The Core, Reflector, and Shielding Assembly Installation - The core, reflector,

and shielding assembly has been installed on a concrete pad, leveled and then grouted

11

Column 2

11-7

11-6

10-16A

10-16

10-15

10-14

10-13

10-12

10-11

10-10

9-12

9-11

9-10

9-9

9-8

8-15

8-14

8-13

8-12

8-11

9-7

7-13

7-12



in place. The leveling of the tank was done with respect to a steel straightedge

placed on filed flats on top of the tank. With the pedestal installed the center line

of the central exposure facility is located 20. 17 inches below the lower edge of the

straightedge when the straightedge is placed across the top of the tank on the filed

flats.

B. Core and Fuel Handling System

Description - The core and fuel handling systems consist of a stainless steel

sphere 12- 1/2 inches in outside diameter, a stainless steel mixing bowl located

on the outside of the graphite reflector, a stainless steel cooling coil inside the

sphere, and a regurgitator assembly directly connected to the spherical core. A

flow sheet for the fuel handling system is shown in Fig. 10. The core assembly

is shown in SRDL-21076, while the details of the mixing bowl are given in

SRD -21702..

Sphere - The sphere is fabricated from spinnings of Type 316 stainless steel

sheet 0. 094 inch in thickness. The minimum thickness of the two spun hemi-

spheres forming the core is 0. 063 inch. The two hemispheres are welded along a

circumference in a plane tilted 15* to the horizontal. Three iron-constantan thermo-

couples are spot welded to the sphere wall for reading the core temperature.

A Type 316 stainless steel tube, 1 -1/4 inches outside diameter with a 1/16-inch

wall, is welded along a horizontal diameter of the sphere, forming the central ex-

posure facility in the reactor core. A stainless steel tube, 3/16-inch inside diam-

eter, connects the bottom of the sphere to the mixing bowl through a stainless steel

gate valve. A valve and T joint are provided in this line to permit gravity draining

of the solution from the sphere. The cooling coil is a six-turn helix of Type 316

stainless steel tubing, 5/16-inch inside diameter by 160 inches long. The coolant

lines and gas handling lines all enter the sphere at the top. The connections to

the entrance and exit lines to the cooling coil, the gas handling system, and the

fuel mixing bowl are all made with compression type fittings located just outside

the graphite reflector.

Regurgitator - The regurgitator assembly, also shown in SRDL-21076, is

located inside the graphite reflector about 27 inches from the center of the sphere.

This assembly presents a volume of approximately 2 liters into which the fuel solu-

tion will be expelled in the event of a nuclear "runaway" in the reactor. Any fuel
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which is collected in this external volume will be returned slowly to the core by

means of a gas lift pump which operates continuously during operation of the gas

handling system. Photographs of the completed core assembly as well as of the

individual components are shown in Figs. 11-13. Views of the connecting lines to

the core after installation in the reflector tank are shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

Mixing Bowl - The mixing bowl is fabricated of Type 316 stainless steel and

has a volume of about 3 liters. Fuel to be added to the core is first put into this

mixing bowl and then allowed to drain by gravity into the core by opening the valve

directly under the bowl. A level indicator, Fig, 10, consisting of two electrical

probes designated as high and low, indicates the fuel level in the line to the bot-

tom of the mixing bowl. When either of the probes make contact with the fuel

solution, the corresponding neon lamp, L-29 (high limit) and L-28 (low limit) on

panel 8, will light. These numbers refer to those listed on Figs. 40 and 41. The

location of all lamps, switches, meters, panels, and instruments on the console

are shown on Fig. 40. In order to check the level the blower must be shut off and

valve No. 3 must be opened to equalize the pressure at the indicator with that in

the sphere.

Volume of Sphere - The volume of the spherical core has been determined

as a function of the height above a reference line passing through two fiducial marks

on the central exposure tube in the sphere. These marks are those located at

points C and D in Fig. 16. This calibration was accomplished by leveling the sphere

assembly so that the two fiducial marks at C and D were horizontal. A filling fun-

nel and sight glass were installed as shown in Figs. 16, 17. A mark on the sight

glass at point A is exactly level with the point J at the top of the sphere. The sphere

is defined as being full when the liquid level reaches these latter points.

Two determinations of the volume were made, and the results of these are

given in Tables I and II and are shown in Fig. 18. The results are presented both

as the volume of fluid in the sphere vs the height above the fiducial mark and as

the void volume above the fluid as a function of this same height. It must be noted

that the volume of fluid in the sphere is defined as the amount of fluid in the spher-

ical volume plus that in the filling line out to point K, which is the point at which

the filling line is connected to the line from the mixing bowl with a compression

fitting. Thus, the volume of liquid in the sphere is the amount actually put into

the assembly less the amounts in the line from point K up to the liquid.level X.
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TABLE A

CALLIRATION OF SPHERE VOLUME. MLASU REMENT I

Wt H 2 0 Added Density H 2 O Vol H 20 Added

No. gm gm/cc ml

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1989.4

1992. 0

1992.9

1989. 4

1992.1

907. 4

643.9

441.3

686.6

518.4

433. 2

353.6

452.4

215. 0

182.4

59.2

52. 1*

0.99756 1994. 3

1996.9

1997.8

1994. 3

1997. 0

909.6

645.5

442.4

688. 3

5)9.7

434. 3

354. 5

453. 5
215.5

182.8

59. 3

52. 2* ml -

Cumulative
Vol H2O Added Vol BK-X

m l M

1994. 3

3991.2

5989. 0

7983.3 19.0
9980.3 25.4

10,889.9 28.5

11,535.4 30.9

11,977.8 32.5

12,666 1 35.4

13.185.8 37.6

13.620. 1 39.9

13,974.6 41.9

14,428.1 45.2

14,643.6 47.1

14,826.4 49.2

14.885. 7 52. 2

34.8 = 17.4 nil Vol from B to K (BK)

Vol of Liquid
In Sphere Height X Net Void Vol

ml cm ml

7964. 3

9954.9

10,861.4
11,504.5

11,94S.3

12,630.7

13, 148.2

13,580.2

13,932.7

14,382.9

14,596.5

14, 771. 2

14,833.5

0.7

3. 5

4. 8

5.8

6. 5

7.8

8.8

9.8

10.6

12. 0

12.8

13.8

15. 1

6869. 2

4878.6

3972. 1

3329.0

2888. 2

2202. 8

1685. 3

1253.3

900.8

450. 6

237. 0

56.3

0

*Volume from A to K



TABLE U

CALIBRATION OF SPHERE VOLUME, MEASUREMENT 11

Cumulative

Wt H2O Density H2 0 V
No. gm gm/cc

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

is

16

17

7999.6

8606. 7

9404.4

9994.5

10, 750. 3

11,988.6

12, 284.4

12,905.3

13,690.6

13,984.6

14,358.9

14. 598. 1

14,829. 4

14,850.3

51. 5*

0.99812

0. 99814

0.99815

Cumulative Vol of Liqu
1A H2 O Added Vol BK Vol X In Sphere

ml ml ml ml

8014.4 16,t8 1.8 7995.8

8622.7 4.0 8601.8

9421.8 6.4 9398.6

10,013.0 8.5 9987.7

10, 770.2 11.0 10,742.4

12, 010.8 15.4 11, 978.6

12,307.2 16.6 12,273.8

12,929.2 19.2 12,893.2

13,716.0 23.0 13,676.2

14,010.5 24.8 13,968.9

14,385.5 27.6 14,341.1

14,625.2 29.7 14,578.7

14,856.9 32.9 14, 807. 2

14,877.8 34.8 14,826.2

51.6* ml -34.8 ml = 16.8 ml * Vol from B to K (BK)

id
Height X Net Void Vol

cm ml

0.8

1. 7

2.8

3.7

4.8

6.7

7. 2

8.4

10.0

10.8

12. 0

12.9

14.3

15. 1

6830.4

6224. 4

5427.6

4838. 5

4083.8

2847.6

2552. 4

1933. 0

1150.0

857. 3

485. 1

247. 5

19.0

0

* Volume from A to K



C. Cooling System

Description - The cooling system consists of a freon refrigeration system,

heat exchanger, coolant circulating pump, core cooling coil, cooling coils for the

condensers in the gas handling system, and suitable controls for maintaining proper

temperatures of the coolant. An assembly drawing of the cooling system is given in

SRDL-23043; Fig. 19 shows it as installed, and a flow sheet for the system is

shown in Fig.. 20.

Refrigeration Unit - The refrigeration system is a York freon condensing

system, with a rating in excess of 12, 000 Btu/hr. The freon compressor is

powered with a one horsepower, 220 volt, 3-phase electric motor. A pressure

actuated switch controls the operation of the motor to give the proper flow of freon

through the heat exchanger. This switch is adjusted with a screwdriver adjustment

to give the desired operating condition. (Refer to Fig. 39. ) The refrigeration unit

is automatically turned on when the cooling water pump switch, S-9 on panel 38, is

on.

Heat Exchanger - The heat exchanger is a Temprite water cooler Located

in the freon line into the exchanger is a Temprite pressure regulator valve. This

valve can be manually adjusted to control the temperature of the freon in the ex-

changer which then serves to control the core coolant temperature. A pressure

gauge located adjacent to the pressure regulator valve (see SRDL-23043) is cali-

brated to read the freon temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. The regulator is set

for the desired operating condition with the screwdriver adjustment under the dust

cover on top of the regulator case.

The Temprite pressure regulator which controls the temperature in the heat

exchanger is very sensitive and maintains the pressure and temperature of the

freon in the exchanger within very close limits. The pressure actuated switch on

the refrigeration system (freon condenser) will cause the condenser to cycle ex-

cessively because of the close control of the Temprite regulator. To reduce this

excessive cycling an additional cutoff switch has been installed in the condenser

unit in series with the pressure switch. This second switch, which is actuated with

a temperature-sensitive bulb installed in a well in the coolant water line, should

now function as the primary control of the condenser unit. With these two switches

in the circuit, the pressure switch should be adjusted to stop the freon compressor
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at a pressure well below the desired pressure, but not so low that excessively low

pressures will develop in the gas side of the system. The temperature sensitive

bulb will then be adjusted to an outlet water temperature to give a longer "off"

cycle for the freon compressor. The exact setting of the temperature sensitive

bulb will have to be determined for various operating conditions. Any adjustments

should be made according to the instructions given in Section IV, B, Refrigeration

System.

Coolant System - The coolant, which is distilled water, is circulated through

the system by an Aurora water pump (cooling water pump), operated by switch S-9

panel 38. This pump will give a flow of 2. 2 gallons per minute against a head of

20 feet when turning at 1750 rpm. The rate of coolant flow in the core cooling coil

is adjusted with a motor driven throttle valve located in the coolant line. This is

a 1/2-inch bronze gate valve equipped with a Barber-Coleman electrical motor

drive which operates on 24-volt AC power. The operation of the valve is controlled

by means of S-12 on panel 38. A period of 45 seconds is required to open the valve

completely from its closed position. A meter (M-1, on panel 26, with S-15 in the

up position), indicates the position of the valve so that it can be adjusted for proper

coolant flow for a given operating power level of the reactor. The proper adjust-

ment of the throttle valve for various reactor power levels will be determined by

observation of the core temperature (points 1, 2, and 3 on recorder in panel 2)

during operation. This procedure will give a calibration of the meter so that the

valve can be pre-set for any desired operating level.

The core cooling coil has already been described in the section on the reactor

core. Lines in parallel with this core coil supply cooling for condensers in the

hydrogen-oxygen recombination system and the cyclone separator as well as for

the Syntron seal as shown in the flow diagram in Fig. 20.

Conductivity Bridge - A continuous monitoring of the electrical conductivity

of the coolant water is provided with an electrical bridge, panel 30. This con-

ductivity bridge receives a signal from a conductivity cell in the cooling line. A

red lamp, L-20, panel 26, indicates contamination of the coolant water.

Capacity - The cooling system has been operated with a flow rate of 1. 6 gal-

lons per minute. From the operating data on the Temprite water cooler, the maxi-

mum temperature drop in the water is 15' F for exit water temperature of 400 F



with a flow rate of 1.6 gpm. Thus, the heat removal capacity of the heat exchanger

is 11, 400 Btu/hr, which is equivalent to approximately 3300 watts. For reactor

operation at powers of 100 watts and less the cooling system will be operating at

considerably less than its rated capacity.

D. Gas Handling System

Description - The gas handling system is a completely closed system in

which the reactor atmosphere, which is primarily oxygen, is circulated. The

system consists of a sealed gas pump, filters, catalytic recombiner for the hy-

drogen and oxygen evolved during operation, iodine trap, condenser, ballast system,

fission gas disposal system, and the necessary instrumentation to present the

desired data on its operation. The installation assembly is shown in SRDL-23001,

while Fig. 21 gives the flow diagram of the system. Photographs of the assembly

are shown in Figs. 22-23.

Blower and Syntron Seal - The gas pump, operated by switch S-10, panel 38,

for circulating the reactor atmosphere is an oil-less, graphite vane, positive dis-

placement pump modified as per drawing SRDL-23035. To ensure that the gas

pump will meet specifications as to pressure and vacuum tightness, it has been

sealed in a case. A. 3/4-inch mechanical seal is used to ensure tightness of the

pump shaft through the case. This seal is a Syntron Shaft Seal. Caution: For best

operating results and longest life, cooling water must be circulated through the

seal in order to remove frictional heat. In order to prevent operation of the seal

without water, the gas pump has been interlocked so that operation is possible only

when the cooling water pump is on. This water circulation through the seal is pro-

vided by a line from the reactor cooling system, Fig. 20, and in addition a filter

and valve V-8 were added. Valve V-8 should be closed only when the blower is to

be removed from the system. A thermocouple, T-6 (Fig. 21) soldered to the

Syntron seal coolant outlet line, Fig. 21, will indicate whether or not water is

reaching the seal.

The expected life of the gas pump is from one to three years of continuous

operation. The limiting factor will be the wear of the graphite vanes. When the

wear of the vanes is sufficient to prevent efficient operation of the system, the gas

pump unit will have to be replaced. It is possible for water to leak through the

Syntron seal into the case. A leak of this type will be signalled by the water
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level indicator on the cooling system sump. The level indicator will light lamp L-33,

panel 26, in the event of a leak. It can be verified by draining the case through

valve V-11 (see Fig. 21).

The blower motor is fitted with an over temperature switch, a Fenwal

Thermoswitch, which will turn on a red light, L-34 panel 8, if a plugged filter or

other obstruction in the system causes an excessive pressure drop across the

pump.

Gas Circulation - The gas pump is used to circulate a stream of oxygen

through the system. This stream sweeps water vapor and decomposed water

(hydrogen and oxygen) away from the reactor core solution. The water vapor is

condensed and the decomposed water recombined, and both are returned to the

reactor core.

Referring to the flow diagram in Fig. 21, the sweep gas can be traced through

the system as follows: Starting from the reactor core, the sweep gas first passes

through a 2- 1/2-inch diameter tube to the regurgitator. This large tube is employed

to furnish an easy path for expanding core solution in the event of a nuclear run-

away. Solution from the core is returned at a rate of about 1 liter per hour to the

sphere from the regurgitator by means of the lift pump. This lift pump is run by

a small side stream of sweep gas from the discharge side of the blower. Gas flows

through the lift pump at all times in order to keep it clear. Experiments have

shown that a pressure drop of about 11 inches of water is required for proper oper-

ation of the lift pump. Valve V-1 may be opened or closed to vary the lift pump

rate if deemed necessary.

Regurgitator - The regurgitator is equipped with a baffle near the top. This

baffle provides for a thorough sweeping of the regurgitator when it is empty and pre-

vents bubbling when it is full.

Cyclone Separator - After leaving the regurgitator, the sweep gas passes

through a water cooled cyclone separator. This separator serves a dual purpose:

(1) It separates spray and larger solid particles that may be present in the

sweep gas.

(2) It cools the gas sufficiently to condense the water vapor which has evapo-

rated from the reactor core. This condensate is returned to the reactor
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by means of the lift pump. A strainer has been included in the condensate

return line to protect the lift pump from scale,

Filter F-1 - The gas next enters a large Fiberglas filter, F-1, which has

been designed for high efficiency as well as large holding capacity, These two pro-

perties are obtained simultaneously by employing a gradated filterbed starting with

coarse, loosely packed fibers and ending with fine, tightly packed fibers. This

large, high efficiency filter should prevent the build-up of water soluble radioactive

contamination in the gas atmosphere circulating system.

Filter F-2, Flow Meter, and Hydrogen Detector - After being filtered the

sweep gas enters the gas pump. After passing through the gas pump and filter F-2,

which collects the graphite worn off the vanes, the gas passes by the pressure

meter and the flow meter. These meters employ Mercoid Magnetic Flow Switches

with Indicators, which have been modified by coupling a microtorque potentiometer

to the indicator shaft. A Gow-Mac Thermal Conductivity Cell, which is used as a

hydrogen indicator, is shunted across the orifice meter, Both the orifice meter

and the hydrogen analyzer have indicators in panel 8 meters M-3 and M-4, respec-

tively, which are Sim-ply-trol meters properly calibrated to read flow rate and

hydrogen concentrations. The calibration curves for the Flow and Hydrogen Con-

centration Sim-ply-trols are shown in Figs. 24 and 25. The valve, V-3, controls

the flow through the Gow-Mac cell; experiments have shown that if the valve is

wide open the Gow-Mac cell operates satisfactorily. The Gow-Mac cell is con-

nected into an electrical bridge circuit which compares the thermal conductivity

of the sweep gas with that of pure oxygen. The hydrogen adulterant in the sweep

gas will have a marked effect on the thermal conductivity of the gas, so this serves

as a continual monitor on the hydrogen concentration. Ordinarily the pure oxygen

used for comparison remains stagnant inside the reference side of the conductivity

cell. In the event of any doubt as to the purity of the oxygen in the case, it can be

flushed out with new oxygen. The life of the filaments in the conductivity cell

unit which senses the hydrogen concentration is about one year of continuous use.

After the hydrogen analyzer the sweep gas passes through the thermally hot

section of the system. In order of flow this section consists of:

(1) Explosion trap

(2) Heater

(3) Iodine trap
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(4) Catalytic recombiner.

(5) Condenser.

(6) Explosion trap.

Explosion Traps and Heater - The explosion traps on either end of the sec-

tion are fabricated from fine stainless steel turnings packed tightly into stainless

steel cylinders, 2 inches in diameter by 4 inches long. The heater prevents the

condensation of water and acid in the iodine trap. The heating element, operated

by switch S-5 panel 38, is a chromolox cartridge. A Fenwal thermoswitch No. 17052

above the iodine trap controls heater and hence the average temperature, T-2

(Fig. 21) at the base of the trap. This temperature at T-2 should be about 250* F.

Iodine Trap - The iodine trap is a vessel filled with 1/2-inch, unglazed,

berl saddles which have been dipped in a 20N solution of silver nitrate and dried.

The packing of 4 inches in diameter and 4 inches in depth is sufficient to trap

99 per cent of the iodine in the sweep gas on one pass through the trap.

Recombiner and Condenser - The catalytic recombiner is a vessel filled with

1/8-inch diameter pellets of platinized alumina. It recombines the hydrogen and

oxygen to form water vapor. The condenser removes the heat that was added in the

heater as well as the small additional amount contributed by the recombiner. The

water condensed here returns to the reactor core with the sweep gas in the same

tubing.

Runaway Filter - The actual entrance of the processed sweep gas into the

space above the reactor core is accomplished through a porous stainless steel

thimble. This presents a pressure drop of only about 5-inches water pressure to

normal sweep gas flow, but it offers essentially infinite impedence to reverse

flow of solution from the reactor core in the event of a runaway.

Ballast System - The ballast system, operated by switch S-32 panel 38, con-

sists of two Greer Accumulators, B and C, in each of which is installed a butyl

rubber bag, and a ballast tank, A., containing distilled water, connected to the

first-named tanks through a Besler two-piston positive displacement pump. The

reactor atmosphere is connected to the inside of the rubber accumulator bags

through valve V-7 (Fig. 21). Transfer of water between the tanks with the Besler

pump varies the volume of the ballast system and hence the gas pressure of the

reactor atmosphere.
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The ballast system is designed to maintain the reactor gas atmosphere at a

pressure of 2 to 6 inches of water below the prevailing atmospheric pressure. A

secondary purpose can be to serve as a leak reservoir in the event of a small leak

in the gas handling system. The ballast system has available 13 liters of ballast

for this purpose, and if a differential cannot be maintained between the reactor

gas pressure and the prevailing atmospheric pressure, a signal from the pressure

indicator (B-2 in Fig. 21) will shut down the reactor. The pressure indicator is

a Barton Meter, Mercoid Magnetic Flow Switch with Indicator, which has been

modified as in SRDL-22044.

A simplified electrical schematic diagram of the ballast system is shown in

Fig. 26. The modifications on the Barton meter include the installation of the

microtorque potentiometer which indicates the position of the pointer at any time.

The signal from the potentiometer is then an indication of the pressure of the re-

actor atmosphere and is displayed on a Sim-ply-trol meter M-2 panel 8. The cali-

bration curve for the Sim-ply-trol is shown in Fig. 27. If the pressure inside the

gas handling system becomes greater than atmospheric pressure, a signal from

the Sim-ply-trol will shut down the reactor.

Two mercury switches installed on the Barton meter activate the Besler

pump motor and solenoid valves for the proper transfer of the water in the ballast

tanks. These switches, designated as "high" and "low" in the circuit diagram,

are installed so that the high switch makes contact when the reactor gas pressure

becomes 2 inches of water less than atmospheric pressure, while the low switch

makes contact when the reactor gas pressure becomes 6 inches of water below

atmospheric pressure. When the high switch makes contact, Relay I. is energized

(lamp L-31 panel 8 will light), which in turn energizes the pump motor and sole-

noid valve I. Similarly, when the low switch makes contact, Relay II is energized

(lamp L-32 panel 8 will light), and this energizes the pump motor and solenoid

valve II.

A schematic drawing of the ballast system is shown in Fig. 28. The Besler

pump is operated by a Century, 1/6 horsepower, 1750 rpm, 115 volt, AC, 60 cycle,

electric motor through an Eberhardt-Denver Company worm gear speed reducer,

Size 17T, with a gear ratio of 29 and an input speed of 1800 rpm. The distilled

water flows from the inlet sides, d and g, to the outlet sides, e and f, of the pump,
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as shown by the dotted lines. The water then flows to the'two solenoid valves I

and II, which in the normal unenergized position allow it to pass out through the

openings, a, and then back to d and g for a complete cycle. If the pressure in the

gas system drops too low, solenoid II is energized, and water is pumped out of

accumulator A through the pump and valve opening c into accumulators B and C.

Similarly when the pressure becomes too high, solenoid valve IL is energized and

the water flows from B and C back through the pump and valve opening b into A.

If the water level ever becomes too low in A or in B and C this will be indicated

by a levelometer (panel 22).

Levelometer - The levelometer has been calibrated directly to read the

liters of water remaining in tank A and two red marks have been placed on the

face of the levelometer at the 2 and 15 liter points. If the water level should be-

come lower or higher than these two points the Besler pump may vapor lock. In

order to prime the pump again after such an incident, four small valves with

short lengths of 1/8-inch copper tubing were added to the pump chambers. By

attaching short pieces of tygon tubing to each copper tube and inserting the open

ends of the tygon tubes into a beaker of water the pump may be primed by manip-

ulating the valves in such a manner that air is forced out of each pump chamber.

Caution: If a leak should develop in one of the butyl bags in either accumulator,

B or C, water, instead of oxygen, could be pumped into the gas handling system.

A water alarm trap, see Fig. 28, was installed as shown to indicate such a leak

on the annunciator panel 16, and to shut down the reactor. Drawing SRDL-23066

shows the actual construction of the trap which contains a Veco thermistor. The

thermistor consists of a small semi-conducting bead enclosed in the forward end

of a solid glass rod having wire leads extending from the opposite end. The

thermistor will normally operate at 2000 C, approximately 350 ohms resistance,

in an oxygen atmosphere. In the event of a break in one of the butyl bags, water

will fill the trap and cool the thermistor to ambient temperature causing the re-

sistance to increase to about 100, 000 ohms. The thermistor is interlocked through

a relay so that the reactor will be shut down if this happens. Normally 15 milli-

amperes, indicated by meter M- 1 when S- 15 is in the down position, will be flowing

through the thermistor. Approximately one to two minutes will be required for

the thermistor to heat up to operating temperature after the DC power switch S-3

on the console has been turned on.
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Valves I and II in the system are Ruggles-Klingemann solenoid operated

valves, which have been modified as shown in Fig. 29. This permits the replace-

ment of a possible leaky O-ring. A compression plate and O-ring were added, as

shown in the diagram. This O-ring can be easily replaced by pulling pin A and

unscrewing connection B. The ballast system is filled with 16 liters of distilled

water. Since the manufacturer recommends that the accumulator bags be collapsed

to only 1/4 of their total expanded volume, which is 19 liters, only 13 liters of the

16 will be used as available ballast in operation. Caution: The Besler pump is

capable of producing very large pressures in a closed system when excess water

is available and consequently no more than 16 liters of water should ever be added

to the ballast system.

Shielding - The design of the gas handling system is such that after reactor

operation the large filter F- 1 and the iodine trap may become quite radioactive.

For this reason these two components were placed at floor level so that a cave of

lead could be built around them.

Disposal Unit - In the event that some component of the gas handling system

requires repairs or replacement, the radioactivity of this gas system will have to

be reduced before any work can be done. A gas disposal unit has been provided for

this purpose.

A schematic diagram of the fission gas disposal unit is shown in Fig. 30.

Assembly drawing is SRDL-23058. The unit operates by preferential adsorption of

krypton on silica gel holding less than a monolayer of oxygen. The heart of the

disposal unit is the refrigerated silica gel contained in the stainless steel dewar.

This dewar has an inside diameter of 6 inches and an inside depth of 18 inches.

The refrigerated gel container and accompanying cooling coil were fabricated out

of copper. The cover to the dewar was made of 2-inch thick foam glass insulation

material. Two auxiliary parts to the fission gas disposal unit are the dryer and

the expansion tank. The dryer was fabricated out of copper. The expansion tank

is a 2100 cubic inch Air Force surplus oxygen bottle. The valves that are shown

in Fig. 30 are all Kerotest valves. V-15 and V-16 are two-way valves 1/4-inch

outer diameter with soldered connections. The pressure gage shown in Fig. 30

has a 2-inch diameter face and measures pressures from 30 inches of mercury

vacuum to 30 psig pressure.
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The operation instructions for the disposal unit are given in Section IV, D.

E. Control and Safety Rod System

Description - The reactivity control of the reactor is maintained with a con-

trol and safety rod system consisting of two safety rods and two control rods

mounted in an assembly as shown in SRDL-25073. The rods all enter the reflector

in horizontal slots which are essentially tangential to the sphere as shown in the

assembly drawing. A photograph of the control rod assembly being installed is

shown in Fig. 31. Figure 32 shows plan views of the control and safety rod system:

along with the location and functions of the microswitches, which control the opera-

tion of the rods.

Safety Rods - The safety rods are essentially identical in construction and

are withdrawn from the reflector by electric motor drive systems. These consist

of Boston gear motors, which operate on 220 volt, single phase power controlled

by switches S-44 and S-48, panel 38, and turn at 57. 5 rpm. The drive systems as

mounted on the assembly are shown in Fig. 33. The motors operate carriages to

which the rods are connected with magnetically actuated latches. The speed of

withdrawal of each rod is such that the rod is completely removed from the reflector

in approximately seven seconds. If at any time the magnetic latches are de-energized

by any one of the scram circuits, the safety rods are accelerated into the reflector

by weights suspended in the weight wells as shown in SRDL-25073. The weights

are attached to the rods with flexible cables which pass over pulleys. The rods

are stopped at the end of their travel by friction brakes with adjustable spring

loaded brake shoes as shown in Fig. 34.

The assembly of the safety rods is shown in SRDL-25065-3 and 25065-5.

The neutron absorbing component of each rod consists of Type 321 stainless steel

sleeve, 37-1/2 inches in length, with a cross section of 3-3/4 inches by 1/2 inch

into which approximately 2. 2 pounds of boron carbideheve beenpacked. The out-

side end of the absorbing component of each rod is fabricated from lead to furnish

a shielding plug, when the rod is completely inserted in the reflector.

Control Rods - The two control rods are similar in construction to the safety

rods but serve in quite different capacities. The coarse control rod, shown in

Fig. 35, controls approximately 1. 4 per cent in reactivity and is used to bring the

reactor up to power. The regulating rod (see Fig. 35) controls about 0. 75 per cent
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in reactivity and is equipped with a servo-drive, operated by the servoamplifier,

panels 4 and 5, when switch S-64, panel 38, is in the automatic position. Thus,

it can be used as an automatic power regulator during normal reactor operation;

refer to operations manual listed in Appendix B.

Coarse Rod - The coarse control rod, the assembly of which is shown in

SRDL-25062-3, has a neutron absorbing component identical to that in the safety

rods. The electrical drive system, operated by switch S-54 panel 38, is a

1/15 horsepower Bodine motor and gear box, modified to operate on 220 volts AC,

three-phase power. The output of the gear reduction assembly is 2. 9 rpm, which

is fed through a Stearns two-speed magnetic clutch to drive a pinion gear engaged

in the rack on the coarse control rod extension. The magnetic clutch, controlled

by switch S-52 panel 38, which operates on 24 volt DC power, gives two speeds of

movement of the coarse control rod, 0. 5 cm/sec and 0. 05 cm/sec. In the event of

a scram. the fast speed is automatically selected to drive the coarse rod into the

reflector. Attached to the rod drive is a 50 volt, 50 cycle per second selsyn trans-

mitter which furnishes a signal to a dual selsyn receiver on the instrument console

for remote indication of the rod position. This position indicator, dial 2 panel 18,

gives the rod position to within 0. 002 centimeter. The coarse control rod drive

assembly is shown in Fig. 36.

Regulating Rod - The regulating rod is fabricated in a very similar manner

to the coarse control and safety rods. However, the region in which the boron car-

bide is contained is smaller (see SRDL-25063-5) and only about 1 pound of boron

carbide is contained in the assembly. The electrical drive system for the regulating

rod, operated by switch S-62 when S-64 is in the manual position, includes a

Transicoil control motor, 115 volts two-phase, 1600 rpm. The output of the motor

is fed through a Metron Bantam Speed Reducer gear box, with a reduction ratio of

200 to 1, to a pinion gear, which engages the rack on the rod extension. This as-

sembly, shown in Fig. 37, moves the regulating rod at a maximum speed of

0. 5 cm/sec. A remote indication system, dial 1 panel 18, gives the position of

the rod.

The motion of the regulating rod as already mentioned can be controlled either

manually or automatically with the servoamplifier. The servoamplifier, panel 4,

receives its signal from one of the ionization chambers used to monitor the neutron

level of the reactor. The servoamplifier is described in detail in the separate instruc-

tion manual listed in Appendix B.
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F. Instrumentation

The reactor instrumentation consists of neutron detectors, radioactivity

detectors, and auxiliary instruments for measurements of temperatures, pressures,

and other quantities as are necessary and desirable. The measuring devices are

provided with suitable amplifying equipment and associated circuitry which termi-

nates in the control console. The console installation contains the operating con-

trols, indicating meters, and recording equipment. The instrumentation has been

designed for reactor operation at power levels up to 5000 watts.

The control console assembly is shown in SRDL-22016, and a photograph of

the installation is given in Fig. 38. The console consists of five closed relay racks

into which the various components required for operation and control of the reactor

are mounted. All the control switches and indicating meters are located here, so

that all operation of the reactor is accomplished remotely at the console. (See

Figs. 40 and 41. )

G. Power Indicating Instruments

Description - The power level indicating instruments are divided into two

groups: (1) three enriched BF3 proportional counters which will be used for neutron

monitoring at power levels from shutdown up to 500 milliwatts, and (2) three boron-

lined, gamma-compensated ionization chambers which will indicate the power level

in the range from 0. 05 to 5000 watts.

BF3 Counters - The counters in group (1) are N. Wood Type G. The signals

from the counters are fed into Atomic Instrument Company pre-amplifiers, located

near the counters. From these units the signal is then fed into Atomic Instrument

Company linear amplifiers, panels 31, 32, and 33, and then into counting rate

meters. The instruction manual for the BF3 counters isfistedinAppendix.B. Two

the counting rate meters will be operated with short time consant circuits,

(0. 25 sec), and are used in the safety interlock system. The third counting rate

meter should be set at a long time constant (approximately 5 sec) to reduce the

random fluctuations. The output of the instrument with the long time constant can

be fed, by switching S-19 to the corresponding BF3 position, into a Brown Strip

Chart Recorder, which gives a continuous recording of the operating level at the

lower powers. The output is also fed into the safety interlock system.
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Ionization Chambers - The ionization chambers for the higher power

monitoring are Mark 17, supplied by Radiation Counter Laboratory. Power for

their operation is furnished by Mark 15 power supplies, panels, 13, 14, and 15,

manufactured by the same company. All three of the ionization chambers are con-

nected to the safety interlock system. The output from one of the chambers is fed

into a Radiation Counter Laboratory logarithmic amplifier, Mark 15, panel 3.

The output of the amplifier not only indicates the power level of the reactor on

the Brown Recorder, panel 17, but also the period of the reactor when the power

level is changing. The output of the period meter is also included in the safety

interlock system. The instruction manual for the amplifier is listed in Appendix B.

The output of the second ionization chamber is fed into a DC amplifier,

micromicroammeter, panel 25, supplied by Beckman Instruments, Inc. A meter

on the instrument indicates the power level of the reactor. This meter reading

can be displayed and continuously recorded on the strip chart recorder in place

of the output of the counting rate meter described above. This change in the out-

put to be recorded is accomplished by switching S- 19 to the ion chamber position.

Thus, a record of the operation in both the low and high power ranges is obtained

with this one recorder,

The output of the third of the ionization chambers can either be used to fur-

nish the signal for the automatic regulating rod or be fed into a second Beckman

DC amplifier, panel 11, and Brown Recorder., panel 9. In the latter case, this

will give an additional display and recording of the power level at the control con-

sole.

H. Miscellaneous

Radector - The auxiliary instrumentation includes a Radector Gamma Radia-

tion Detector, 0. 02-500 r/hr, panel 12. This component indicates the gamma radi-

ation level inside the concrete shielding around the reactor. The signal is supplied

by one of two Radector ionization chambers which can be selected with switch S-21.

Earthquake Switch - A shock actuated switch, Square D, Class 900ZBG11,

is included in the interlock system. This switch serves as an interlock to shut

down the reactor if it is subjected to an earthquake or some other comparable shock.
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Temperature Indicators - Thermocouples for measuring the desired tempera.

tures are located on various components of the reactor. The outputs of these are

all recorded on a Brown Strip Chart Recorder, panel 2. This is a 12 point recorder,

with points 1 to 7 having a 0-2000 F range, and points 8-12 a 0-500* F range.

Table III lists the locations of thermocouples going to the various points on the re-

corder. In addition, one of the two thermocouples measuring the core exit cooling

water temperature is fed into a Sym-ply-trol, meter M-6 panel 26, direct indicating

milliammeter, having a range of from -75 to +2200 F.

TABLE III

THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS

Recorder Point

1, 2, 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Thermocouple Designation

Core temperature

Core cooling water exit temperature

Cave temperature

Not in use

Syntron seal water temperature T-6

Recembiner temperature T-3

Recombiner temperature T-4

Recombiner temperature T-5

Blower temperature T-1

Iodine traps temperature T-2
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Expansion Tank
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To System
atV-b A Pressure Gage
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Fig. 30. Schematic of Fission Gas Disposal Unit
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III. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

A. Start -up

Assumed Conditions:

1. AC and DC control power off.

2. Safety rods and carriages in.

3. Both control rods in.

4. Cave closed. "Run-Safe" switch in "Run" position.

5. Regulated power and all neutpon detecting instruments on.

6. Source in place in the reflector.

Procedure - Refer to Figs. 40 and 41 for switch and lamp locations.

1. Throw on the main switch at the rear of the console.

2. Turn on the AC power by means of S-2 on. tontrol panel. 38. Note that

L-1 lights.

3. Turn on the DC power by means of S-3 on the control panel and silence

the alarm by depressing S-8. Note that L-2 lights.

4. Switch the ballast system to automatic by throwing S-32 up. Note that

L-17 lights.

5. Turn on the cooling water pump by means of S-9. Note that L-5

lights.

6. Turn on the gas pump by means of S-10. Note that L-3 lights after

a few seconds (when the gas flow is normal), and the thermistor

current meter M-1 when S-15 is in the down position, increases to

approximately 15 milliamperes within two or three minutes.

7. Turn on the gas heater. Note that L-4 lights. This lamp will go on

and off as the heater is turned on and off automatically to maintain

the proper iodine trap temperature. Caution: Never turn the heater

on when the gas pump is off. To do so may burn out the heater.

8. Adjust the recombiner instrumentation on panel 8 as follows:

a. Set the gas flow meter (M-3) low limit needle to 3 cubic feet per

minute. See calibration curve, Fig. 24.

b. Set total gas pressure meter (M-2) high limit needle to atmos-

pheric pressure according to the calibration curve, Fig. 27.

c. Select (with S-17) the desired bridge of the Gow-Mac hydrogen

analyzer and (with RES-20) adjust the current, meter M-5, to

190 milliamperes.
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d. Allow the unit to reach temperature equilibrium, five to ten minutes

as indicated by a constant reading on the Sym-ply-trol hydrogen analyzer

(M-4), and then increase the current to 200 milliamperes. Caution:

Current overload will destroy the Gow-Mac filaments; hence, never

raise the current above 200 milliamperes.

e. Adjust the hydrogen analyzer zero control (Res-29) until the Sym-

ply-trol (M-4) reads zero.

f.. Set the hydrogen analyzer meter (M-4) high limit needle to approxi-

mately 4 per cent hydrogen.

9. Operate the annunciator reset switch (5-38). The "Interlocks OK" lamp

(L-21) and all other green lamps should now be lighted.

10. Check safety circuits.

a. Check each high power level scram circuit by energizing the sole-

noids (S-40) then withdrawing safety rods and adjusting the instrument

in question to the most sensitive range to scram the reactor. Because

of electrical interlocks the safety rods must be withdrawn as follows:

(1) Number one safety rod (S-44). While it is being withdrawn the

start;*up aiarsninthe cave will sound to warn anyone remaining in-

side.

(2) Number two safety rod (S-48). When it leaves its "in" limit,

warning lights will flash both inside and outside the cave.

It may be necessary to readjust the sensitrol high level contact to cause

the scram.

When the reactor scrams, reset the alarm, change the range on the

instrument which caused the scram, free the sensitrol needle by turn-

ing the reset knob slightly clockwise (turning it too far will damage the

mechanism), and reset the annunciator.

b. Check the Sym-ply-trols by withdrawing the safety rods and adjust-

ing the proper contact needle to engage the indicating needle. The Sym-

ply-trol scram circuits need not be checked before each start up. Once

a day is sufficient.

c. Whenever convenient, check the cave-door, earthquake, run-safe,

and source interlocks.

11. Before starting up to power:

a. Check all scram circuits for proper setting.
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(1) Flow meter Sym-ply-trol (M-3).

(2) Pressure meter Sym-ply-trol (M-2).

(3) Hydrogen analyzer Sym-ply-trol (M-4).

(4) Sensitrols (SR-1 to 6).

(5) Core temperature mercury switch setting (in temperature record-

er, panel 2).

(6) Log N recorder mercury switch setting (inside Brown recorder,

panel 17).

b. Check all trouble indicating lamps for normal operation.

(1) Cooling water sump level lamp (L-33).

(2) Gas pump motor overheat lamp (L-34).

(3) Cooling water contamination lamp (L-20).

c. Check all meters for proper readings.

(1) Gow-Mac current (M-5). 200 milliamperes maximum.

(2) Thermistor current (M-1 with S-15 in down position), 15 milli-

amperes maximum.

(3) Cooling water valve position (M-1 with S-15 in up position).

(4) Levelometer reading (panel 22).

(5) ionization power supply voltmeters (panels 13, 14, 15).

(6) Counting rate meter high voltages (panels 31, 32, 33).

(7) Conductivity bridge setting (panel 30).

(8) Power level indicators. Both Beckmans (panels 11, 25) should

read zero. Log N and period (panel 3) should read 0. 0001 and infin-

ity respectively. Counting rate meters (panels 31, 32, 33) should

read above zero.

d. Check the argon gas flow into the ionization chambers. It should be

1 cubic foot per hour for each chamber.

e. Adjust one of the counting rate meters for a long time constant and

set the selector switch, 5-19, so that the output of this rate meter is re-

corded (panel 23). Adjust the other two counting rate meters for short

time constants.

1Z. Start-up to power by withdrawing the safety rods as described and then

the coarse control rod (S-54), either fast or slow (S-52) as desired. The

regulating rod is not interlocked and may be withdrawn at any time after

the safety rod holding solenoids are energized. The extreme positions of

all rods are indicated by lamps on the control panel.
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13. As the rods are being withdrawn, the ranges on the power measuring

instruments should be changed as necessary to keep the readings on

scale and to prevent an accidental scram. Watch all power measuring

instruments and the sensitrol relays. For operation above the range of

the counting rate meters, the recorder should be switched (S-19) to re.-

coed the output of Beckman No. 2. A note should be made, on the record-

er chart, of all changes in range and instrument. Proper entries should,

of course, be made in the log.

14. After the desired power level is reached and is reasonably well stabiliz-

ed it may be maintained automatically by means of the servo system.

For this it is necessary to set the power level en the servoamplifier

(panel 4) and switch the regulating rod control (S-64) to automatic.

B. Normal Operation

Entries in the Log - An entry in the log should be made at intervals no

greater than 30 minutes and should include at least the following:

1. Date and time.

Z. Operator's name.

3. Experiment being performed or purpose of operation.

4. Power level from servoamplifier (if in use) and each power level meas-

uring device.

5. Whether on automatic or manual control.

6. Both control rod positions.

7. Levelorheter (panel 2Z). The plunger should be worked a few times to

dispel water from the static pressure tube.

Caution: The levelometer should be checked even rk1rre frequently because

the pumping rate of the ballast pump is great enough to completely empty

the ballast tank in less than 30 minutes in the event of a leak into the gas

sys tern.

8. Cooling water conductivity (panel 30).

9. Cooling water exit temperature (M-6).

10. Ballast trap thermistor current (M-1 with S-1i in down position).

11. Cooling water valve position (M-l with S-15 in up position).

12. Recombiner meters (M-2, M-3, M-4, M-5).

13. Any unusual situation.
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Sensitrol and Sym -ply -trol Settings:

1. The low limit contacts on the sensitrol relays are not used and should be

set off scale.

2. The high level contacts should be set about 20 per cent above the meter

reading except that during low power operation they should be set high

enough that normal fluctuations will not scram the reactor.

3. The recombiner Sym-ply-trols should be set as described under start-up

procedure.

Automatic Control - Whenever the regulating rod is automatically controlled

and reaches one or the other of its limits, or the reactor is scrammed, it will

automatically be switched back to manual and a buzzer will sound until S-64 is

switched to the manual position. If an extreme has been reached it is necessary

for the operator to manually readjust the positions of the coarse and regulating

rods before automatic operation is resumed.

Lamps - Lamps L-34 (gas pump motor overheat, panel 8). L-33 (cooling

water level in sump too low, panel 26), and L-20 (cooling water conductivity too

high, panel 26) should be observed continuously. If any one of them should light

(L-20 flashes, the others show steadily) shut the reactor down and locate the trou-

ble.

C. Shutdown

Shutdown may occur in any of the following ways:

1. If the console scram button is depressed (normal shutdown).

2. If the cave door is opened.

3. If the period becomes too short.

4. If the gas flow rate falls too low.

5. If the fuel solution temperature goes too high.

6. If the hydrogen concentration goes too high.

7. If the total gas pressure goes too high.

8. If the reactor power level goes too high.

9. If the regulated power fails.

10. If an earthquake or other shock of sufficient amplitude occurs.

11. If the run-safe switch is opened.

12. If either AC or DC power fails.

13. If the ballast system water trap thermistor contacts water.
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Whenever one of these events occurs, the safety rod solenoids are de-

energized, releasing the safety rods which are pulled into the reactor by a weight,

cable, and pulley system under the force of gravity; the alarm bell rings and may

be stopped, after the safety rods are in, by means of the alarm reset push button

(S-8); both control rods are driven in unless the scram is due to control power

failure, the fast speed automatically being selected for the coarse rod; if the regu-

lating rod is on automatic control rod, it is switched to manual electrically and a

buzzer sounds until S-64 is switched to manual; a flag drops in the annunciator tQ

show the cause of the scram. Before the solenoids can be energized again, the

cause of the scram must be removed, the safety rod carriages must be driven in by

means of switches 5-44 and 5-48, and the annunciator should be reset.

D. Securing the Reactor

1. Shut down.

2. Turn off gas heater.

3. Decrease Gow-Mac current to lowest value possible.

4. Turn off gas pump.

5. Turn off cooling water pump.

6. After the control rods are all the way in, turn off the DC and AC control

power switches.

7. Turn off the main switch behind the control console and lock it.

8. Leave regulated power and all instruments on.
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IV. MAINTENANCE

A. Routine Maintenance

The following components should be checked periodically in order to ensure

their continuous operation.

Gas Handling System

1. The square head plug on the Besler pump crankcase should be removed

to see that the case is filled to the mark on the dip stick attached to the

plug. Use SAE 30 oil to refill.

2. The Eberhardt-Denver speed reduction box for the Besler pump should

contain 1/4 pint of SAE 70 oiL

3, The motor pulley on the ballast system should be regreased with any

standard cup grease.

4. All electric motors should be given standard maintenance.

5. The water seal packing on the Besler pump pistons should be checked for

leaks and, if necessary, tightened.

Control Rod Assembly

1.

2.

All electric motors should be given standard maintenance.

The various motors and gear boxes should be lubricated as follows:

)4otor or Gear B

Boston
MC8830T
57. 5 rpm
220v, 1b4

Bodine
NPP 3ARJ
220 v AC 3
1/15 hp 2.9 rpm

Transicoil
servomotor
1 watt ;2 4
Type 2200
Series 20

Location

safety Rod
Retractors

(two)

Coarse Rod
Drive

Fine Rod
Drive

1600 rpm

Lubricant

600 wt
oil

600 wt

oil

None

* This motor and gear box has been reworked from a standard single
phase Bodine motor by substituting three phase coils.
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Motor or Gear Box Location Lubricant

Metron Fine Rod No. 30
Bantam Speed Drive Engine Oil
Reducor
300 to 1

Selsyns Position None on selsyns
500v 50 cycle indicator Light oil on gears

Magnetic clutches

Stern 2-speed 2 Speed Drive
24v DC

3. Lubricate plunger in safety rod brake assemblies.

Instrument Console Units - Consult the operation manuals listedin Appendix B.

Refrigeration System

1. Lubricate motors with good grade of mdtor bearing grease.

2. Freon level should be checked every 6 months by a refrigeration spe-

cialist.

3. Keep condenser coil free of dirt and lint.

4. Consult Appendix B for further information.

B. Calibration and Adjustment of Equipment

Gas Handling System

1. The Gow-Mac hydrogen detector has been calibrated with hydrogen. A

reading of 6 millivolts per 1 per cent hydrogen was obtained for both the

gas flow and no flow conditions. In order to calibrate the Sim-ply-trol,

M-4, in per cent hydrogen the following should be done:

a. Flush the reference side of the Gow-Mac with oxygen.

b. Adjust the bridge current, M-5, as outlined in start-up procedure to

200 milliamperes with Res-20.

c. Disconnect the two galvanometer leads at the console and attach them

to a millivolt potentiometer.

d. Balance the bridge with the zero adjusting knob, Res-29, until the

millivolt reading is zero.
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e. Add a small amount of hydrogen to the reference side of the Gow-Mac

until the millivolt reading is about 30.

f. Disconnect the galvanometer leads from the potentiometer and re-

connect them to the Sim-ply-trol but in reverse brder.

g. The reading on the Sim-ply-trol indicates the hydrogen concentration

equivalent to the number of millivolts measured in e.

h. Turn the screwdriver adjustment on the back of the chassis so that a

reading of 20 millivolts on the Sim-ply-trol face corresponds to 5 per

cent hydrogen.

i. Flush the reference side to remove the hydrogen.

j . Reconnect the galvanometer leads to their original position.

The Sim-ply-trol is now calibrated and should never have to be recalibrated

unless a different model Gow-Mac than the one being used is installed. Assuming

a linear relationship, set the hydrogen concentration limit needle to 4 per cent

hydrogen.

The value of 6 millivolts per 1 per cent hydrogen for any model 30S cell used

under the same conditions (same location) will not vary by more than 20 per cent.

The method of reverse calibration as outlined should not be more than 1 per cent

incorrect as long as the Gow-Mac bridge can be balanced when no hydrogen is

present.

2. Both Barton meters have been calibrated as shown in Figs. 24 and 27.

No further calibration should be needed for the flow meter. The pressure

meter, however, should be checked for zero point change whenever the

gas system is opened for repairs, replacement, or scrubbing. Period-

ically both Sim-ply-trols, M-2 and M-3, which indicate the pointer

position on the Barton meters will have to be recalibrateddue to change

in the DC voltage supply. This may be done by simply reading the Barton

meter indicator position and adjusting the Sim-ply-trol current with the

calibrating potentiometer knob, Res -12 or Res-16, until the correct

current corresponding to the Barton reading in Fig. 24 or 27 is obtained.

3. The ballast volume in tank A need never be recalibrated. However, for

the level to be correct the static pressure tube in tank A must be down

so that the retaining lip at the top of the tube is flush with the top of the

tank. The pressure due to the hydrostatic head is then directly propor-

tional to the number of liters of water in tank A as indicated on the level-

ometer.
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4. Since the water cooling system is a closed system the sump level indi-

cating lamp, L-33, should always be off. If it is not, any water leak

should be located and fixed, then the level light can be turned off by add-

ing water to the sump through the copper filling tube until the light just

turns off.

5. If the temperature, T -Z, at the iodine trap changes with time, it may be

reset by readjusting the Fenwal therrnoswitch.

Control Rod Assembly - The various microswitches should be adjusted so that

they operate at the proper rod positions. Refer to Fig. 32 (SRDL-25131) for

microswitch locations and functions.

Instrument Console Unite

1. For calibrating procedures for the following equipment refer to manuals

listed in Appendix B.

a. 12 point recorder.

b. Log N amplifier.

c. Servoamplifier.

d. Servoamplifier power supply.

e. Power level recorders.

f. Beckman Micromicroammeters.

g. Compensated ion chamber power supplies.

h. Log N recorder

i. Sorensen voltage regulator

j . Conductivity bridge.

k. Counting ratemeters.

1. Radector radiation monitor.

2. Calibration of the recombiner instruments is discussed elsewhere.

3. The fine and coarse rod position indicators should require n.o adjustment

after once being set. If adjustments should be necessary, however, the

following procedure should be followed:

a. With the reactor shut down, S-2 and S-3 on, motorize the fine control

rod to the position where the scribed calibrating line on the fine rod rack

lines up with the scribed line on the bracket. The alignment will occur

near the full in position of the rod.
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b. Turn the DC power off with switch S-3, and manually move the coarse

rod until the line scribed on the rack lines up exactly with the line scribed

on the calibration bracket. This alignment will also occur near the full

in position of the rod.

c. Check the pointers and the veeder root counters on the console for

zero readings.

d. If one of the pointers differs from zero more than 0. 5 centimeter,

turn S-2 to off and turn the proper selsyn in the console until the pointer

points to zero. Turn switch S-2 to on and observe the results. If the

indicator still differs from zero loosen the slotted setscrew on the pointer

hub and adjust the pointer to read zero with the AC power on. Tighten

the setscrew. If originally the error was less than 0. 5 centimeters, only

the second procedure is necessary.

e. If the counters do not read zero and the error is a multiple of

3-1/3 millimeters, the counters can be zeroed if desired by revolving

the proper selsyn at the console the necessary revolutions with the AC

power off. If this is not possible or desirable, the counters can be re-

set by turning the reset shaft opposite the thumb disc counterclockwise

until a clicking sound is heard indicating that the reset shaft is disengaged.

The counters should now all read zero. This procedure should be done

with the AC power on.

4. The clock is set by removing the cover held on by four oval head screws

and adjusting the thumb knobs beneath.

5. Meter M-1 when indicating the position of the cooling water valve (S-15

in the up position) is calibrated by the following procedure:

With the AC power on and the valve in the closed position, S-12 is placed

in the up position causing the valve to open. S-12 should be held down

until the needle in M-1 stops rising or approaches the 10 milliampere

division. In the latter case, Res -9 the screwdriver adjustment behind

panel 26 should be adjusted to decrease the meter current to prevent

pinning the needle before proceding to the full open position of the valve.

When this position is reached the motor is automatically stopped by a

limit switch and the meter should be reading 10 milliamperes. If the

meter is not reading this value, adjust Res-9 so that it does.

There is no calibration required with S-15 in the down position.
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Refrigeration System

1. Cooling System Adjustments. There are four adjustments that can be

made on the cooling system. Three of the adjustments are on the freon

system and the fourth on the water system.

2. The freon system controls are:

a. Pressure regulator adjustment. This adjustment changes the evapo-

rator pressure and the freon temperature in the Temprite heat exchanger.

It has an adjustment range of 25 to 55 psig. This corresponds to tem-

peratures of 29 to 580 F. The pressure regulator is adjusted by remov-

ing the dust cap from the valve and turning the slotted adjusting screw

in the proper direction. With the unit in operation, the gage attached to

the regulator will indicate the temperature of the freon. Water tem-

perature will be 2 to 3 degrees higher.

The other controls on the freon system are installed in order to shut

the compressor off when the pressure or temperature is low enough.

b. Since the freon condensing system does not function well under very

low pressures (air and water vapor may be admitted) the first controller,

a pressure cutoff is used. This should be set several psig below the de-

sired evaporator pressure; since the pressure controller causes the unit

to cycle excessively, another, third controller, was added.

c. The third controller on the freon system is a temperature cutoff in-

stalled in the inlet water to the heat exchanger. If a certain amount of

temperature cycling can be allowed, this controller will turn the com-

pressor on and off with a longer on and off cycle. Figure 39 illustrates

the proper way to adjust the various regulators.

d. The water system control is a motor operated gate valve which

throttles the water flow to the reactor. By adjusting the position of this

valve, the temperature of the core can be varied.

C. Replacement of Parts

Gas Handling System - Before removing any components the radioactivity

of the system must be reduced as outlined in the disposal system section.

1. The Gow-Mac may be removed by closing off valves V-3 and V-4 and

disconnecting the flared fittings.
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2. The blower may be removed by closing off valves V-8, V-9, and V-10

and disconnecting the water lines and the gas line flared fittings.

3. The ballast system may be removed by closing off valve V-7 and dis-

connecting the flared fitting on the reactor side of valve V-7.

4. No other components should ever have to be replaced, and if they do, the

assembly drawing should be consulted for determining the proper method

of removal.

All Other Components - General replacement as outlined in the various

manuals listed in Appendix B should be followed

D. Operation Procedure for the Disposal System

Preparation of the Disposal Unit for Use - The disposal unit may be prepared

according to the following steps:

1. Pour hot water (80-100 C) into the dewar and into the can that surrounds

the dryer. Let stand for 10 minutes so that both gels can be thoroughly

warmed.

2. Pump down the entire system with a vacuum pump. During this pumping

V-16 is closed and V-15 is open.

3. Pump down the disposal unit and check for leakswith a heliumleak detector.

4. Close V-15 and remove from the vacuum pump.

5. Empty out the water from both the can and the dewar.

The unit is now ready for use.

Removal of Gaseous Fission Products from the Gas Handling System - Before

the disposal unit can be connected with the reactor gas handling system, the core

solution of the reactor must be cooled to near 500 F (10* C). The disposal unit is

then attached as indicated in Fig. 30 and is operated in the following manner.

1. Add liquid oxygen to the dewar until it is covered with at least 2 inches of

oxygen and replace the foam glass cover.

2. Start the blower in the reactor gas handling system.

3. Open V-6, V-15, V-16, ard V-5 and close V-1. This forces the reactor

gas through the dryer, cooling coil, refrigerated silica gel, and back to

the gas handling system again. The pressure should drop no lower than

29 inches of mercury vacuum.
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4. When the pressure reaches a steady value, and when radiation monitors

indicate that no further activity is being removed, the disposal unit may

be disconnected.

5. Turn off the blower.

6. Close V-6, V.15, V-16 and V-5. Disconnect and cap the two copper

pipes that connect the system with the disposal unit. Cap also the con-

nections at V-5 and V-6.

The gaseous fission products have then been removed, and the liquid oxygen

can now be allowed to evaporate from the dewar. This process may take several

days.

Disposal - The disposal unit has not beendesignated far reuse. However certain

items can be salvaged at the discretion of the operator. Then that part of the dis-

posal unit that is contaminated is processed as are other radioactive wastes.

E. Procedure for Filling Gas System with Oxygen

In order to operate the gas handling system after it has been opened for

scrubbing or repairs, the following procedure should be followed:

1. Operate the ballast system manually until approximately 5 liters of water

remain in tank A; switch to automatic ballast.

2. Fill the system with oxygen through valve V-5.

3. Check to see that all valves except V-5, V-6, and V-11 are open.

4. Start the coolant circulating pump and the blower.

5. Bleed oxygen out valve V-6 until the pressure at V-6 is atmospheric

pressure and then close V-6.

6. The system is now ready for reactor operation.

F. Leak Checking

In the event of a leak into the gas system the following procedure should be

followed in order to locate its position:

1. Reduce the radioactivity of the systemwith the disposal unit.

2. Close off valve V-7 unless it is expected that the leak is in the ballast

system.

3. Fill the system with helium until the Gow-Mac reads about 5 per cent

hydrogen. Increase the pressure in the system with oxygen to approxi-

mately 3 psi (if the ballast system is being checked do not allow either
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solenoid to be energized) and use the helium sniffing attachment to locate

the leak. If the leak cannot be located, turn off the Gow-Mac in order

to protect the Sim-ply-trol and add more helium.

4. After repairing the leak, flush the system with oxygen in order to remove

the helium, open valve V-7 if it is closed, and operate the ballast system

in such a manner that gas is forced out of the ballast accumulators into

the gas system.

5. When the Gow-Mac indicates that all of the helium has been removed

follow the procedure for filling in Section E.



TABLE IV

CONTROL CONSOLE INDEX

Panel No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Trunk box, contains co-axial cables from compensated ion chambers.

Brown 12 point recorder. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

RCL log N amplifier. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

NAA Servoamplifier. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

NAA Servoamplifier power supply. Instruction manual listed in

Appendix B.

6.

7.

8. Recombiner panel

Indicates

Indicates

Indicates

Indicate s

Indicates

Indicates

Indic ate s

Indicates

Indicates

fuel solution is high when lighted.

fuel solution is normal when lighted.

gas pump motor is overheated when lighted.

ballast tank A, Fig. 28, is being emptied when lighted4

ballast tank A, Fig. 28, is being filled when lighted.

gas pressure in system.

gas flow in system.

H2 concentration in system.

current in Gow-Mac bridges.

Res-12 Calibrating Potentiometer for M-2.

Res-16 Calibrating Potentiometer for M-3.

Res-29 Calibrating Potentiometer for M-4.

Res-20 Calibrating Potentiometer for M-5.

S-17 Selector switch for one of two Gow-Mac bridges.

9. Brown single point power level recorder. Instruction manual listed

in Appendix B.

10. 24 hour clock

11. Beckman micromicroammeter. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

12. Radector Gamma detector. S-21 switches detector to one of two

chambers.

13. Power supplies for compensated ion chamber. Instruction manual

listed in Appendix B.
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L-29

L-28

L-34

L-32

L-31

M-2

M-3

M -4

M -5



TABLE IV (Cont'd)

14. Power supplies for compensated ion chamber. Instruction manual

listed in Appendix B.

15. Power supplies for compensated ion chamber. Instruction manual

listed in Appendix B.

16. Annunciator panel.

17. Brown log N recorder. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

18. Position indicator panel. Selsyn receivers and counters are located

behind the panel.

19. Relay chassis.

20. Relay chassis.

21. Relay chassis.

22. Ballast tank levelometer. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

23. Brown power lead recorder. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

24. Sensitrol relay panel.

SR-1 Count rate meter No. 1

SR-2 Count rate meter No. 2

SR-3 Count rate meter No. 3

SR-4 Period scram

SR-5 Beckman No. 1

SR-6 Beckman No. 2

25. Beckman micromicroammeter No. 2.

26. Cooling water panel.

M-1 With S-15 up - cooling water valve position.

With S-15 down - current in ballast system thermistor.

M-6 Exit cooling water temperature.

L-33 When lighted - cooling water low.

L-20 When blinking - cooling water conductivity high.

27. DC power supply (back of panel).

28.

29. Sorenson voltage regulator. Instruction manual listed in Appendix B.

30. Conductivity bridge for cooling water conductivity cell.

31. Berkeley count rate meters, Atomic linear amplifier and Altic

power supply.

32. Berkeley count rate meters, Atomic linear amplifier and Altic

power supply.
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33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

S -54

S -52

L-30

S -38
L-3
S -10

122 L-4

Reversing switch for coarse control rod drive motor.

Switch for selecting fast or slow speed for control rod drive.

Indicates annunciator is not cleared when lighted.

Switch for resetting annunciator.

Indicates gas pump is on when lighted.

Gas pump on-off switch.

Indicates ga$ heater is on when lighted.

TABLE IV (Cont'd)

Berkeley count rate meters, Atomic linear amplifier and Altic pwer

supply.

S-19 Switches output of count rate meters or Beckman micromicro-

ammeter to Brown power recorder.

Control panel

L-1 Indicates AC power on when lighted.

S -2 AC power switch.

L-21 Indicates all interlocks are 0. K. when lighted.

S -8 Alarm reset.

L-22 Indicates safety rod solenoids are energized when lighted.

S -40 Energized safety rods solenoid latches.

L-2 Indicates DC power on when lighted.

S -3 DC power switch.

L-9 Indicates No. 1 safety rod is out when lighted.

L-10 Indicates No. 2 safety rod is out when lighted.

S -44 No. 1 safety rod carriage motor switch.

S -48 No. 2 safety rod carriage motor switch.

L-11 Indicates No. 1 safety rod carriage is in when lighted.

L-7 Indicates No. 1 safety rod is in when lighted.

L-8 Indicates No. 2 safety rod carriage is in when lighted.

L-12 Indicates No. 2 safety rod is in when lighted.

S -42 Control panel scram switch.

L-14 Indicates coarse control rod is out when lighted.

L-13 Indicates coarse control rod is in when lighted.

L-25 Indicates coarse control rod drive is in fast position,

L-26 Indicates coarse control rod drive is in slow position.



S-5 gas heater on-off switch,

L-5 indicates cooling water pump is operating when lighted.

S-9 water pump on-off switch.

L-6 indicates cooling water valve is energized when lighted.

S-12 cooling water valve switch. Open or close.

L-19 indicates cave door is closed when lighted.

L-18 indicates neutron source is in when lighted.

L-27 indicates regulated voltage supply is on when lighted.

L- 17 indicates ballast system is on automatic control,

S-32 switches ballast system control from automatic to manual.

L-24 indicates regulating rod is on automatic when lighted.

L-23 indicates regulating rod is on manual when lighted.

L-16 indicates regulating rod is fully out when lighted.

L-15 indicates regulating rod is fully in when lighted.

S-64 switches control of regulating rod from automatic

S-62 regulating rod in-out selector switch.

TABLE V

INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS

to manual.

General Description

Freon Condensing Unit

Heat Exchange
(Instantaneous Liquid Cooler)

Pressure Regulator Valve

Water pump

1/2-inch Bronze Gate Valve
Electrical Motor Drive

Syntron Shaft Seal

Conductivity Bridge
RD-146-Yl

Gas Pump (Modified)

Model

10 HAV

P55-W

900H

B-32

V-82A

M-23

YDBI-TF

295

Manufacturer

York Corp.
York, Pa.

Temprite Products Corp.
Birmingham, Mich.

Temprite Products Corp.

Aurora Pump Co.
Aurora,. Ill.

Barber - Coleman
Los Angeles, Calif.

Syntron Co.
Homer City, Pa.

Industrial Instruments, Inc.
Cedar Grove, N. J.

Leiman Bros., Inc.
Newark 5, N. J.
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General Description

Filter (Lunkenheimer Trusty
Underwriter Bronze Gasoline
Strainer -Horizontal Pattern)

Over Temperature Switch
(Thermo switch)

Mercoid Magnetic Flow
Switch with Indicator

Thermal Conductivity, Cell
(Hydrogen Analyzer)

Greer Accumulators

Two-piston Positive
Displacement Pump

Chromolox Cartridge

Fenwal Thermoswitch

Pressure Indicator-Barton
Meter, Mercoid Magnetic Flow

Switch with Indicator

Century, 1/6 horsepower,
1750 rpm 115, volt, AC
60 cycle, electric motor

Worm gear speed reducer

Levelometer

Veco Thermistor

Valves I, II - Solenoid Operated

Dewar flask

Valves V15
V16
V17

Retractor Motors
(Boston Gear Motors)

Bodine Motor and gear box

TABLE V (Con't)
Model Manufacturer

No. 1031 The Lunkenheimer Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

No. 17001 Fenwal, Inc.
Ashland, Mass.

211 Barton Instrument Corp.
Los Angeles, Calif.

30/S M/K-K Gow-Mac Instrument Co.
Newark 5, New Jersey

No. 30A-2 1/2 A Greer Hydraulics, Inc.
Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

EI-1352E Besler Corp.

Emeryville 8, Calif.

C-3015 E. L. Wiegand Co.
Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

No. 17052 Fenwal, Inc.
Ashland, Mass.

211 Barton Instrument Corp.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Century Electric Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

Size 17T Eberhardt-Denver Co.

Denver, Colo.

Serial H-midget Liquidometer Corp.
Long Island City, N. Y.

51A1 Victory Engineering Corp.

Union, New Jersey

No. 407M Ruggles-Klingemann

No. F4705, Scientific Glass Apparatus Co

Type E2 Bloomfield, New Jersey

Catalogue Kerotest Manufacturing Co.
No. R2403S Pittsburgh, Pa.
Catalogue
No. 7971-S

MC8830T Boston Gear Works
Boston, Mass.

NPP34RJ Bodine Electric Co.
Chicago, Illinois
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General Description

Transicoil Motor

BF3 Counters

Pre-Amplifier

Linear Amplifier

Counting Rate Meters

Foam Glass Insulation Material

Metron Bantam Speed Reducer
Gear Box

Brown Strip Chart Recorder

Mark 17 Ionization Chamber

Mark 15 Power Supply

Mark 15 Logarithmic Amplifier

Mic r omicroammete r

Gamma Radiation Detector

Shock Actuated Switch

Strip Chart Recorder (12 point)

Servoamplifier for L-3 Nuclear
Reactor

Sorensen AC Regulator

TABLE V (Con't)

Model Manufacturer

Type 2200 E. V. Roberts
Series 20 Los Angeles, Calif.

Type G N. Wood Co.
Chicago, Ill.

206 Atomic Instrument Co.
Boston, Mass.

1213 Atomic Instrument Co.
Boston, Mass.

1810 Berkeley Instrument Co.
Berkeley, Calif.

Pittsburgh Corning Corp.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

B-200S Metron Instrument Co.
Denver, Colo.

Y153 x 18US- Brown Instrument Division
X-(28) Minneapolis -Honeywell Co,

Philadelphia, Pa.

2 Radiation Counter Laboratory
Skokie, Ill.

120 Radiation Counter Laboratory
Skokie, Ill.

2407 Radiation Counter Laboratory
Skokie, Ill.

V-5571 Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Los Angeles, California

AG-15 Jordon Instruments
Los Angeles, California

Square D Square D Co.
Class 9002BG11 Milwaukee, Wis.

Yl53x62 (V12)- Brown Instrument Division
(W )-(82)A 1 Minneapolis -Honeywell Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

No. American Aviation, Inc.
Downey, 'California.

3000 S Sorensen and Co. , Inc.
Stamford, Conn.
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LIST OF REACTOR INSTALLATION ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

All drawing numbers are understood to be preceded by the letter designation.

SRDL except where specifically designated by the letters SRD.

SRDL 20002
20003
20004

20005
20006
20007
21002

20001
21003

21004
21005
21006
21007
21008
21009
21010
21011
21012
21013
21014
21015
21016
21017
21018
21019
21020
21021
21022
21023
21024
21025
21026
21027
21028
21029
21030
21031
21032
21033
21034
21035
21036
21037

Assembly, NARR L3, Water Boiler
Installation, NARR L3, Tank-Shield Assembly
Installation Mountings for Reactor Components, NARR L3,
Water Boiler
Floor Pad, NARR L3, Water Boiler Installation
Front Floor Pad, NARR L3, Water Boiler Installation
Instrumentation Connections, NARR L3, Water Boiler
Shell, NARR L3, Tank
Plate, NARR L3, Base
Assembly
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,
Stringer,

Stringer, NARR L3,
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector

NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector
NARR L3, Reflector

Reflector
13-2
13-3
12-8
12-6
12-4
12-7
12-5
12-9
12-2
12-3
10-9
10-7
10-4
10-6
10-5
10-8
10-3
1-3
1-2
l-5
11-4
11-2
11-3
8-3
8-4
8-8
13-4
8-5
8-9
8-7
8-6
9-3
9-2
9-5
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SRDL 20002
21038 Stringer, NARR L3, Reflector 7-3
21039 Stringer, NARR L3, Reflector 7-2
21040 Stringer, NARR L3, Reflector 6-2
21041 Stringer, NARR L3, Reflector 6-3
21042 Stringer, NARR L3, Reflector 1-1
21043 Stringer, NARR L3, Reflector 4-1
21044 Assembly, Plug, Experimental Hole, NARR L3, Reflector 6-8-10
21047 Pin Pull, NARR L3, Reflector
21097 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-7
21116 Dowel, NARR L3, Reflector
21117 Assembly, Plug, Experimental Hole, NARR L3, Reflector 12

21076 Core Assembly NARR L3, Water Boiler
21098 Assembly, NARR L3, Reflector Core

21045 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 8-11
21046 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 8-10
21048 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 8-14
21049 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 8-12
21050 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 8-15
21051 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 8-13
21052 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-8
21053 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-11
21054 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-10
21055 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-13
21056 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-12
21061 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 7-9
21065 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 9-7
21066 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 10-14
21067 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 9-8
21068 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 9-12
21069 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 9-11
21070 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 9-9
21071 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 9-10
21072 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 13-7
21073 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 13-10
21074 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 13-12
21075 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 13-6
21077 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 10-10
21078 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 10-12
21079 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 10-11
21080 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 10-15
21081 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 10-16
21082 Block, NAkR L3, Reflector Core 10-13
21083 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-12
21084 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-14
21085 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-15
21086 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 13-11
21087 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-6
21088 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-7
21089 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-8, 11-9
21090 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-13
21091 Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-16, 11-17
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SRDL 20002
21092
21093
21094
21095
21096
21100
21101
21102
21103
21116

21115
21114

21118
21119
2.1122

SRD 21702
SRD 21715

22016
22063
2001

Z2004
22005
22006
22007
22008

22010
22011
22012
22014

22002
22020

22015
22017
22018

ZZ019
22021
22023

22030
22031
22032

2Z057
22033
22034
22035
22036
25031

22037
25031

22038
25031

22050
22051

Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-11
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-10
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-18
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 11-19
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 12-10
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 12-11
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 12-15
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 12-14
Block, NARR L3, Reflector Core 12-12, 12-13, 13-8, 13-9
Dow#l1,NARR L3, Reflector
Level Indicator Assembly, NARR L3, Water Boiler
Valve, NARR L3, Water Boiler, Fill Line
Assembly, Plug, Top, NARR L3, Reflector Core
Support Fill Tank Assembly, NARR L3, Water Boiler
Fill Tank Valve Operator Assembly, NARR L3, Water Boiler
Tank Assembly, WBNS, Fluid Mixing
Fitting, WBNS, Flared Tube
Console Assembly, NARR L3, Instrument and Control
Rack Assembly, NARR L3, Console
Desk Assembly, NARR L3, Console
Panel, NARR L3, Desk
Panel, NARR L3, Front Center
Panels, NARR L3, Right and Left
Panel, NARR L3, Rear Center
Panels, NARR L3, Rear Right and Left
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Count Rate Meter
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Annunciator
Actuator, NARR L3, Brown Recorder Microswitch
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Control
Panel, NARR L3, Control
Tab, NARR L3, Identification
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Cyclometer
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Radiation Monitor
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Sensitrol Relay
Panel, NARR L3, Sensitrol Relay
Insulator, NARR L3, Sensitrol Relay Stud
Insulator, NARR L3, Sensitrol Relay
Assembly, NARR L3, Servoamplifier
Power Supply Assembly, NARR L3, Servoamnpilfier:
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Recombiner Instrument
Panel, NARR L3, Recombiner Instrument
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, H2 O Conductivity Bridge
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Cooling Water Instrument
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Neutron Lever Switch
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, No. 1 Relay
Chassis Assembly, NARR L3, Control System Relay
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, No,. 2 Relay
Chassis Assembly, NARR L3, Control System Relay
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, No. 3 Relay
Chassis Assembly, NARR L3, Control System Relay
Manifold Assembly NARR L3, Argon Gas
Connector Assembly, NARR L3, Cable Gas Bleed Co-ax
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SRDL 20002
22052
22053
22056
22058
22059
22060
22061
22062

2
2
2

2
2

Box Assembly, NARR L3, Count Rate Meter Calibration
Box Assembly, NARR L3, Instrument Console Fuse
Box Assembly, NARR L3, Recorder Calibration
Panel Assembly, NA'RR L3, Micromicroammeter
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Camp-Ion Power Supply
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Log N Amplifier
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, Levelometer
Panel Assembly, NARR L3, DC Power Supply

25046 NARR L3, Dial Window Assembly, Console Rack Control Rod
Position

25043 NARR L3, Strip, Console Rack Window Control Rod Position
(side)

25044 NARR L3, Strip, Console Rack Window Control Rod Position
(lower)

25045 NARR L3, Strip, Console Rack Window Control Rod Position
(upper)

25047 NARR 'L3, Dial Frame, Console Rack Control Rod Position
25048 NARR L3, Frame Assembly, Console Rack Control Rod Positior
25054 NARR L3, Clip, Console Rack Control Rod Dial
25060 NARR L3, Dial, Control Rod Position Console Rack
25061 NARR L3, Glass, Console Rack Control Rod Position

25051 NARR L3, Indicator Assembly, Console Rack Control Rod
Position

25042 NARR L3, Ring Selsyn Support Control Rod
25052 NARR L3, Bracket Assembly, Console Rack Control Rod.

Position
25053 NARR L3, Wheel, Console Rack Control Rod Position Counter

Reset
25056 NARR L3, Gear Assembly, Console Rack Control Rod Position

2-1/2 PD
25055 NARR L3, Hub, Console Rack Control Rod Position 2-1/2 PD

Gear, Large
25057 NARR L3, Hub, Console Rack Control Rod Position 2-1/2 PD

Gear, Small
25074 NARR L3, Gear, Console Rack Rod Position 9-1/2 PD

25058 NARR L3, Angle, Control Rod Position Console Rack
25059 NARR L3, Bracket Assembly, Console Rack Control Rod

Position Counter
25075 NARR L3, Pinion, Console Rack Control Rod Position Counter
25089 NARR L3, Vernier, Control Rod Position Counter
25092 NARR L3, Counter, Control Rod Position Console
25093 NARR L3, Indicator, Control Rod Position Console Counter

2024 Run Safe Switch As sembly NARR L3, Neutron Source
2046 BF3 Counter Assembly, NARR L3, Water Boiler
2049 Ducting and Terminal Box for Control Rod Assembly, NARR L3

Water Boiler
22027 Terminal Box Assembly, NARR L3, Neutron Source
2055 Thermocouple Junction Box, NARR L3, Water Boiler
3001 Installation, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System
22025 Terminal Box Assembly, NARR L3, Neutron Source
22044 Assembly, NARR L3, Potentiometer Mount Barton Flow Switch

Model 211

n

,
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RDL 20002
22039 Bracket, NARR L3, Potentiometer Mount Barton Flow Switch

Model 211
22041 Needle Assembly, Modified, NARR L3, Potentiometer Mount

Barton Flow Switch Model 211
22040 Shaft, Needle, NARR L3, Potentiometer Mount Barton Flow

Switch Model 211
22042 Window Assembly, NARR L3, Potentiometer Mount Barton

Flow Switch Model 211
22043 Sector Gear Assembly, NARR L3, Potentiometer Mount Barton

Flow Switch Model 211
23005 H 2 O2 Recombiner, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23006 Gas Heater, Closed Cycle Gas System
23024 Closed Cycle Gas System Condenser Assembly, NARR L3
23025 Fiberglas Filter, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23026 Enclosed Gas Detector, Closed Cycle System, NARR L3
23027 Vertical Explosion Trap, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23028 Horizontal Explosion Trap, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23029 Cyclone Separator, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23032 Pump Discharge Filter, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23035 Assembly Enclosed Blower, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR

L3
23031 Oil-less Pump, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3

23040 Blower Snaft Assembly, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23036 Assembly Blower Housing, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR

L3
23037 Assembly Blower Lead-through, Closed Cycle Gas System,

NARR L3
23038 Blower, Seal Housing, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23039 Blower Housing Cover, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3

23042 Iodine Trap, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23032-3 Screen Assembly, Pump Discharge Filter, Closed Cycle Gas

System, NARR L3
23032-9 Spacer, Pump Discharge Filter, Closed Cycle Gas System,

NARR L3
23044 Sump, NARR L3, Cooling System
23050 Mounting Plate, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
23054 Support, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System Accumulator
23055 Plate, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System Vertical Mounting
23056 Plate, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System Ballast System

Mounting
23057 Plate, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System Blower Mounting
23058 System, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System Gas Disposal

23053 Details, Closed Cycle Gas System Disposal Bracket
23061 Container, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System, Silica Gel
23062 Container, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System, Hot Water

23059 Strainer, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System Cyclone
23060 Accumulator, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System
E0307108 Orifice Flange, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System
23066 Trap and Probe Assembly, NARR L3, Closed Cycle Gas System

23043 Assembly, NARR L3, Cooling System
23045 Frame, NARR L3, Cooling System

23046 Well, NARR L3, Core Coolant Temperature Thermocouple
25073 Rod Assembly, NARR L3, Control and Safety
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SRDL 2000
25
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

25

3RD

25
2
2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2

!2

001 Retracting Assembly, NARR L3, Safety Rod
5002 Housing Assembly, NARR L3, Safety Rod Drive, Sprocket
5003 Carriage Assembly, NARR L3, Safety Rod Retracting
5004 Rod, NARR L3, Safety Rod Retracting Carriage
5005 Arm, NARR L3, Safety Rod Latch
5006 Link, NARR L3, Safety Rod Latch
5007 Bracket, NARR L3, Safety Rod Latch Link Stop
5008 Screw, NARR L3, Safety Rod Latch Arm Pivot
5009 Shaft, NARR L3, Safety Rod Retracting Sprocket
5010 Sprocket, NARR L3, Safety Rod Retracting
5011 Mount, NARR L3, Limit Switch
5012 Sprocket, NARR L3, Safety Rod Retracting
5013 Support Bracket, NARR L3, Safety Rod Drive Sprocket
030 NARR L3, Safety Control System Drive Mechanism Support

Bench
062 Control Rod Assembly, NARR L3
5063 Safety and Fine and Coarse Control Rod Blade, NARR L3
5067 Rack, NARR L3, Control Rod (coarse)
25049 NARR L3, Rack, Control Rod Position Gear
5085 Rack, NARR L3, Control Rod (fine)
25049 NARR L3, Rack Control Rod Position Gear
5065 Safety Rod Assembly, NARR L3
25063 Safety ana Fine and Coarse Control Rod Blade, NARR L3
25064 Safety Rod Extension, NARR L3

25735 Wedge Assembly, WBNS Brake
5066 Control and Safety Rod Roller Support Rack, NARR L3
5068 Safety Rod Carriage Assembly, NARR L3
5069 Control Rod Carriage Assembly, NARR L3
5070 Tube Assembly, NARR L3, Counterweight
5072 Control and Safety Rod Support Channel, NARR L3
5077 NARR L3, Motor Assembly Fine Control Rod Drive
25086 NARR L3, Roller, Control Rod Drive Rack
25087 NARR L3, Shaft, Control Rod Drive-Roller
25088 NARR L3, Retainer, Control Rod Drive Roller
25106 Motor Mount, NARR L3, Fine Control Rod Drive
25111 Coupling, NARR L3, Fine Control Rod Drive Motor
25112 Pinion, NARR L3, Fine Control Rod Drive Reducer
25113 NARR L3, Bracket Assembly, Fine Control Rod Drive
5078 NARR L3, Transmitter Assembly, Reactor Control Rod

Position
25014 NARR L3, Pinion, Control Rod Generator Position Indicator

(coarse)
25033 NARR L3, Disc, Control Rod Position Pinion
25034 NARR L3, Disc, Control Rod Position Shaft
25042 NARR L3, Ring, Selsyn Support Control Rod
25050 NARR L3, Bracket Assembly, Control Rod Position Trans-

mitter Gear Rack
25094 NARR L3, Bearing Assembly, Control Rod Position Shaft

Support
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SRDL 200)02
25040 NARR
25095 NARR

25096 NARR
Gear,

25097 NARR
25098 NARR

1-1/2
25032 NARR
25035 NARR
25036 NARR
25099 NAR.R

25100 NARR
Selsyn

25037 NARR
Shaft

25038 NARR
25039 NARR
25101 NARR

25102 NARR
3/4 Pr

L3, Bearing, Control Rod Position Shaft Support
L3, Bushing, Control Rod Position Indicator Shaft
L3, Hub, Control Rod Position Indicator 1-1/2 PD
Small
L3, Bracket, Control Rod Position Indicator Shaft
L3, Gear Assembly, Control Rod Position Indicator
PD
L3, Shaft, Control Rod Position
L3, Hub, Control Rod Position 1-1/2 PD Gear, Small
L3, Hub, Control Rod Position 1-1/2 PD Gear
L3, Gear, Control Rod Position Indicator 1-1/2 PD
L3, Gear Assembly, Control Rod Position Transmitter

L3, Adapter, Control Rod Position Selsyn Transmitter

L3, Hub, Control Rod Position 2-1/2 PD Gear
L3, Hub Control Rod Position 2-1/2 PD Gear, Small
L3, Gear, Control Rod Position Selsyn 2-1/2 PD
L3, Gear Assembly, Control Rod Position Indicator

25103 NARR L3, Hub, Control Rod Position Indicator 3/4 PD Gear
25104 NARR L3, Gear, Control Rod Position Indicator 3/4 PD

25107 Cover, NARR L3, Control Rod Position Transmitter
25110 NARR L3, Angle, Control Rod Position Transmitter Support
5079 Drive Assembly, NARR L3, Control Rod Two Speed (coarse)
25015 NARR L3, Cover, Control Rod Drive Chain Drive Top (coarse)
25016 NARR L3, Pinion, Control Rod Drive Rack (coarse)
25017 NARR L3, Sprocket, Control Rod Drive Motor Shaft (coarse)
25018 NARR L3, Sprocket, Control Rod Drive Gear Pinion Shaft

(coarse)
25019 NARR L3, Sprocket, Control Rod Drive Inner Reduction Shaft

(coarse)
25020 NARR L3, Sprocket, Control Rod Drive Outer Reduction Shaft

(coarse)
25021 NARR L3, Shaft Control, Rod Drive Speed Reducing Side

(coarse)
25022 NARR L3, Shaft, Control Rod Drive Speed Reducer Output

(coarse) (rework)
E0335102

25023 NARR L3, Shaft, Control Rod Drive Rack Pinion (coarse)
E0335102

25024 NARR L3, Stud, Control Rod Drive Mechanical Base Plate Leg
25025 NARR L3, Base, Control Rod Drive Support (coarse)
25026 NARR L3, Angle, Control Rod Drive Inner Shaft Support (coars
25027 NARR L3, Angle, Control Rod Drive Outer Shaft Support

(coarse)
25041 NARR L3, Bushing, Drive Rack~Pinion (coarse)
25086 NARR L3, Roller, Control Rod Drive Rack
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SRDL 20002
25087
25088
25090
25091

25080
SRD 25743

25081
25114
25115
25116
25117
25118
25119
25120
25121

SRD 25702
SRD 25703
SRD 25704
SRD 25705
SRD 25706
SRD 25707
SRD 25708
SRD 25730
SRD 25731
SRD 25751
SRD Z5752
SRb 25769

26001
26002
26003

26004
26005
26006
26007
26008
26009
26010
26011
26012

26013

NARR L3, Shaft, Control Rod Drive Roller
NARR L3, Retainer, Control Rod Drive Roller
Cover, NARR L3, Control Rod Drive Chain Side
Cover, NARR L3, Control Rod Drive Chain Right Side
Roller Assembly, NARR L3
Spacer, WBNS
Assembly Frame, NARR L3
Shim, Rod Assembly, NARR L3
Bracket, NARR L3, Coarse Control Rod "OUT" Switch Support
Stop, NARR L3, Coarse Control Rod "OUT" Switch
Stop, NARR L3, Fine Control Rod "OUT" Switch
Bracket, NARR L3, Fine Control Rod "OUT" Switch
Stop, NARR L3, Coarse Control Rod "IN" Switch
Stop, NARR,L3, Fine Control Rod "IN" Switch
Plate, NARR L3, Coarse Control Rod "IN" Switch Support
Brake Assembly, WBNS
Frame Assembly, WBNS, Brake
Shoe, WBNS, Brake
Rod, WBNS, Brake
Screw, WBNS, Brake
Roller Assembly, WBNS, Brake
Frame, WBNS, Brake Roller
Cable Assembly, WBNS
Counterweight Assembly, WBNS
Cushion, WBNS, Counterweight
Protector, WBNS, Counterweight Cushion
Shim, WBNS, Brake Roller
Cover, NARR L3, Top Shield
Plate, NARR L3, Top Shield
Assembly, NARR L3, Gamma Shield
Cover, NARR L3, Ionization Chamber Shield
Plate, NARR L3, Stringer Holes Shield
Plate, NARR L3, Control Rod Shield
Plate, NARR L3, Recombiner Area Shield
Segment, NARR L3, Shield
Segment, NARIR L3, Notched Shield
Segment, NARR L3, Shield Plate Extension
Plug, NARR L3, Experimental Port Shield
Plug, NARR L3, Glory Hole Shield
Assembly, NARR L3, Neutron Shield
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INFORMATION DRAWINGS

SRDL 02001
04001
21123
21124
22013
22028
22029
22047
22054
22064
23034
23051
25071
25082

25083
25084
25131
28001

A Water Boiler Neutron Source
Mock-up Assembly, NARR L3, Water Boiler Graphite Tank
Apparatus, NARR L3, Reactor Core Volume Calibration
Fuel Handling Schematic, Closed Cycle Gas System, NARR L3
Wiring Diagram, NARR L3, Console Control Panel
Schematic Diagram, Servoamplifier, Power Supply
Schematic Diagram, Servoamplifier
Wiring Diagram, NARR L3, Control System
Block Diagram, NARR L3, Instrumentation and Safety System
Wiring Diagram, NARR L3, Instrumentation
NARR L3, Cooling System Schematic
Location of Ballast System, NARR L3, Water Boiler
Schematic Diagram, NARR L3, Control System
Wiring Diagram No. 1, NARR L3, Control System Relay
Chassis Assembly
Wiring Diagram No. 2, NARR L3, Control System
Wiring Diagram No. 3, NARR L3, Control System
Layout, Limit Switch Location, NARR L3
Shipping Cover, NARR L3, Graphite Tank
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR REACTOR COMPONE TS

Brochure Title

Syntrol "Anti-Friction" Mechanical Shaft Seals

Greer Hydro-Pneumatic Accumulators
(Bulletin 301)

Veco Data Book - Thermistors

Instructions - Fenwal Thermoswitch Units

Midget Levelometer - Installation Instructions

Eberhardt-Denver Powergear (3R Series-
Bulletin No. 1005.)

Preliminary Print - 3/4 dia., 1/2 stroke,
2 cylinder pump

Temprite Instantaneous Liquid Coolers

Type APCO, 1750 RPM pump -
Performance graph

Type APCO, 32 Series Pump - Diagram
(Section 111.7, page 19, dated Jan. 15, 1949)

APCO Turbine - Type Pumps #32 Series
(Section 111B)

Installation, Operating and Service Instructions
for the Model 211 Flow Switch (SRE -3100-42)

York Freon-12 Condensing Units 1/5 HP to
15 HP inclusive - Instructions for Operation
and Maintenance

Thermal Conductivity Unit - Operation

Instruction Manual for Servo Amplifier for
L-3 Nuclear Reactor

Instruction Manual for Sorensen Isotronic

Products (SRE #3100-59)

Instruction Manual for Installation, Operation
and Maintenance (No. 15267G, Issue 1)

Instruction Manual for Installation, Operation
and Maintenance (No. 15038G, Issue 6)

Schematic - Pre -Amp Model 206B

Manual for Conductivity Bridge RD-146-Y1,
Model YDB1 -TF and Conductivity Cell

Manual for Counting Rate Meters, Model 1810

Equipment Manufacturer

Syntron Co.

Greer Hydraulics, Inc.

Victory Engineering Corp.

Fenwal, Inc.

The Liquidometer Corp.

Eberhardt-Denver Co.

Pump Engineering Co.

Temprite Products Corp.

Aurora Pump Co.

Aurora Pump Co.

Aurora Pump Co.

Barton Instrument Corp.

York Corp.

Gow-Mac Instrument Co.

North American Aviation, Inc.
Tech. Memo No. 93-64-50

Sorenson and Co.., Inc.

Regulator Co. , Industrial Div.

Regulator Co., Industrial Div.

Atomic Instrument Co.

Industrial Instruments, Inc.

Berkeley Instrument Co.
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Manuals for Brown Strip Recorders,
Model Y153 x 18US-X-(28) and
Model Y153 x 62 (V12)-(W)-(82) Al

Manual for Mark 17 Ionization Chamber,
Model 2

Manual for Mark 15 Ionization Chamber
Power Supply, Model 120

Manual for Mark 15 Logarithmic
Amplifier, Model 2407

Brown Instrument Division
Minneapolis -Honeywell Co.

Radiation Counter Laboratory

Radiation Counter Laboratory

Radiation Counter Laboratory
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APPENDIX C

TEST REPORTS OF L-3 REACTOR COMPONENTS

This appendix contains copies of reports of tests performed on L-3 reactor

cuinponents. These tests were performed in compliance with specifications listed

in NAA-SR-Memo-701 Rev. , "Specification for a Water Boiler Neutron Source

Installed at California Research k Development Company, Livermore, California."

TABLE of C9NTFNTS

Specification Page
Reference No.

Determination of the Volume of the L-3 Sphere as a
Function of Height Above a Reference Mark 4, 2. 1.2 143

Flow and Capacity Tests of the L-3 Coding System 4.2. 2 149

Engineering Report of Tests of L-3 Nuclear Reactor
Control with NAA 1-watt Reactor 4.2.4 151

Completion of Preliminary Bench Testing of the Leiman

Pump, Catalyst Chamber, and Conductivity Cells 6.1. 1 193

Final Assembly and Checkout of the L-3 Gas Handling
System 6.1.1 199

Final Checkout of the L-3 Gas Handling System atter 6.1. 1, 6.1.2
Installation at Livermore 6.1.5, 6.1.6 207

Testing of the Disposal Unit for the Gas Har4ling
System (GHS) of the L-3 Water Boiler Reactor 6. 1. 3 209

Hydrostatic Test of SRDL 21076-NARR-L -3 Water
Boiler Core Assembly 6.1.4 215

Testing of L-3 Gas Handling System Components 6. 1. 4 217

Final Helium Leak Checking of the L-3 Reactor Core
Assembly and the Gas Handling System 6,1.4 219

Analysis of Lead Used in Casting Top Lead Shield
Covers SRDL 26001 and SRDL 26002 4.2.7 221

Operation of L-3 Reactor Instruments at Simulated
Power of 1 Kilowatt and Above 6. 2. 1 223

Operation Test of L-3 Reactor Instruments at
Reactor Power of 100 Watts 6.2.2 227

Neutron Flux Traverse in the Horizontal Exposure
Facilities of L-3 Reactor 6.3.1 Z31
Final Summary of Tests Run on the Disposal Unit of
the L-3 Gas Handling System at Livermore, California 4.2.7 235
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TO: M. Remley

FROM: W. N. McElroy

SUBJECT: Determination of the Volume of the L-3 Sphere as a Function

of Height Above a Reference Mark

SPECIFICA TION

REFERENCE: 4.2.1.2

The volume of the L-3 sphere has been determined as a function of height

above a reference line which passes through the two points C and D (two file marks

about 1/32 inches deep were made on the sphere at these points) shown in Fig-

ure C-1.

The sphere assembly was leveled by placing a transit at the point K

(Figure C-1) about 21 feet away in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the

paper. The sphere was then moved until the points E, F, G and H (the top and

bottom edges of the glory hole) were level. The two marks at points C and D

were then made and another mark at point B in such a manner that all three were

in the same level plane. Similarly the mark at point A was made from point J.

The net sphere volume (solid lire in Figure 18) is the volume occupied by the

distilled water up to any liquid.level from B to A minus the volume from the point

I to the liquid level height X. In order to know this latter volume a calibration was

made on the sight glass, and Figure C-2 is a plot of the volume versus the height X.

The net void volume (dotted line in Figure 18) is the volume above the liquid level

up to the point J.

In order to determine the volume as accurately as possible the amount of

water added through the funnel was weighed before and after each addition and the

height X of the water was measured with a cathetometer.

Two complete measurements of the volume were made and Table C-1 shows

the results of Trial I (circles in Figure 18) and Trial II (Triangles in Figure 18).

W. N. McElroy
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TABLE C-I

TRIAL I

Cumulative Net Sphere Net Void
No. Wt H2 0 Added Density H2 0 Vol, H2 0 Added Vol H2 0 Added Vol B+X Volume Height X Volume

gm gm/cc m ml ml ml cm ml

1 1989.4 0.99756 1994.3 1994.3
2 1992.0 1996.9 3991.2
3 1992.9 1997.8 5989.0
4 1989.4 1994.3 7983.3 19.0 7964.3 0.7 6869.2

5 1992.1 1997.0 9980.3 25.4 9954.9 3.5 4878.6

6 907.4 909.6 10889.9 28.5 10861.4 4.8 3972.1
7 643.9 645.5 11535.4 30.9 11504.5 5.8 3329.0
8 441.3 442.4 11977.8 32.5 11945.3 6.5 2888.2
9 686.6 688.3 12666.1 35.4 12630.7 7.8 2202.8

10 518.4 519.7 13185.8 37.6 13148.2 8.8 1685.3
11 433.2 434.3 13620.1 39.9 13580.2 9.8 1253.3

12 353.6 354.5 13974.6 41.9 13932.7 10.6 900.8
13 452.4 453.5 14428.1 45.2 14382.9 12.0 450.6
14 215.0 215.5 14643.6 47.1 14596.5 12.8 237.0

15 182.4 182.8 14826.4 49.2 14777.2 13.8 56.3

16 59.2. 59.3 14885.7 52.2 14833.5 15.1 0

52.1* 52.2*3ml- 4.8mlC17.4ml olfrom toI(BI)

* u Volume from A to I



TABLE C-I (con't)

TRIAL II

Cumulative
Wt H2 0

gm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14-

15

16

17

Density H2O0
gm/ cc

0.99812

0.99814

0.99815

Cumulative
Vol H2 0 Added

ml

8014.4

8622.7

9421.8

10013.0

10770.2

12010.8

12307.2

12929.2

13716.0

14010.5

14385.5

14625.2

14856.9

14877.8

Vol BI
ml

16.8

Vol X
ml

Net Sphere
Volume

ml
- -- - -

1.8

4.0

6.4

8.5

11.0

15.4

16. b

19.2

23.0

24.8

27.6

29. 7

32.9

34.8

7995.8

8601.8

9398.6

9987.7

10742.4

11978.6

12273.8

12893.2

13676.2

13968.9

14341.1

14578.7

14807.2

14826. 2

7999.6

8606.7

9404.4

9994.5

10750.3

11988.6

12284.4

12905.3

13690.6

13984.6

14358.9

14598.1

14829.4

14850.3

51.5*

* = Volume from A to I

U'

No.

51.6*m1 -34.8 m1=16.8ml=Vol from B to

Height X
cm

0. 8

1. 7

2.8

3.7

4.8

6.7

7.2

8.4

10.0

10.8

12.0

12.9

14. 3

15. 1

I (3I)

Net Void
Volume

ml

6830.4

6224.4

5427.6

4838.5

4083.8

2847.6

2552.4

1933.0

1150.0

857.3

485. 1

247.5

19.0

0
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DATE: November 19, 1953

FROM: F. R. Holmes

SUBJECT: Flow and Capacity Tests of the L-3 Cooling System

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 4.2.2

The flow rate and pressure drop in the L-3 Cooling System were measured on

the gas handling system test structure on October 15, 1953 in order to compute the

cooling capacity of the refrigeration condenser and the heat exchanger. The flow

was measured by observing the outlet pressure of the Aurora turbine pump, and by

using a curve furnished by the manufacturer, the flow rate could be determined.

For the purpose of the experiment, the reactor core was simulated by 15 feet of

3/8-inch outer diameter copper tubing. The reactor throttle valve was approxi-

mately half closed. All components of the gas handling system with cooling lines

were in the circuit. The observed pressure drop through the system was 19.5 psi

which corresponds to a flow rate of 1.6 gpm.

From data furnished by the manufacture of the Temprite water chiller, the

maximum rated temperature drop through the heat exchanger at 1.6 gpm is 15 F

(inlet temperature 55 F, outlet 40'F). This is equivalent to the removal of approxi-

mately 3.3 kw. The condensing unit furnished with the heat exchanger has a rated

capacity slightly greater than 3. 3 kw.

F. R. Holmes
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 93-64-51

ENGINEERING REPORT OF TESTS OF L-3 NUCLEAR

REACTOR CONTROL WITH N.A.A. 1-WATT REACTOR (W.B.N.S.)

By

Thomas E. Curtis

In accordance with E. M.W.A. 93-61-51, Project 1971-9654-3120, the

following Engineering Report is submitted regarding tests of the automatic control

system for the L-3 Nuclear Reactor,

Following from discussions on 17 July 1953 between Departments 93 and 94,

it was decided that the best test procedure would involve the actual operation of the

control system on the N. A.A. one watt reactor (Water Boiler Neutron Source),

rather than to make tests of the control system with a reactor simulator.

The test data presented herein indicate that, for the conditions given, the

automatic control system functions well within the requirements of paragraph 4. 2. 4

of NAA-MEMO-701, Specification for a Water Boiler Neutron Source. Long term

drifts in the controlled neutron flux density were well under 1 per cent. Test data

were not obtainable above a reactor power level of 2 1/2 watts, due to the power

limitations of the W . B. N. S. in Department 94. Confirmation of high-power noise

predictions must await tests on the L-3 Reactor. The difference in ionization

chamber scale factors between the W. B.N.S. and L-3 installations has no signifi-

cant effect other than the change in scale factor of the Power Set. While the reactor

noise at low and medium power levels was of the order of 0. 03 per cent power rms,

the servo system performance conformed with the design calculations contained in

Technical Memorandum 93-64-49, The system yielded a transient response faster

than one second where velocity saturation in the motor was not reached. For large

transients which did cause velocity saturation, the automatic control system succeed-

ed in all cases in stabilizing the reactor power level within a period of time ranging

from one second up to three minutes. While the magnitude of the reactor noise

makes it difficult to observe the form of the power transient, the speed of response

of &k is discernible on the records of control rod movements. The natural fre-

quency of the system appears close to the prediction of 16 radians per second for the

50 per cent gain condition. 151



The principal participants in the tests described were Eugene Matlin and

D. Wood of Department 94, and F. N. Falch and T. E. Curtis of Department 93.

These tests were conducted during the week of 17 August 1953. The engineering

details of the -servoamplifier are presented in Technical Memorandum 93-64-50.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST SETUP

The W. B. N.S. was arranged for automatic operation of the coarse control

rod by a Transicoil No. 2200 motor, with gearing to provide 0. 005 per cent reac-

tivity per second in the normal operating range at a motor speed of 1600 rpm. This

is the same motor to be used on the fine control rod of the L-3 Reactor. Tie block

diagram for the test setup is shown as Fig. C-3, except that no compensation for

rod position was used. A ring demodulator was used to convert the phase-reversible

AC potential EA into a DC signal for recording by a four-channel Sanborn Recorder,

The servoamplifier received as its input a signal from an ionization chamber mounted

within the concrete housing of the W. B. N, S. This ionization chamber had a scale

factor of 0. 177 microampere per watt of reactor power, as compared to the scale

factor of 0. 05 microampere per watt for the L-3 Reactor installation. The princi-

pal effect of this difference in scale factor is a resulting difference in scale factor

for reactor power in terms of dial reading on the Power Set pptentiorneter. Thus,

in the test setup, for 2 watts W. B.N.S. power the Power Set is 350 dial divisions on

the 20-watt scale, which would correspond to 7 watts power in the L-3 Reactor. The

fine control rod was used for manual operation of the W. B. N. S. and for the inser-

tion of disturbing signals for examination of the transient performance of the control

system. Information regarding the positions of both control rods was obtained

through synchros on the two control rod mechanisms. In order to convert this in-

formation for presentation on the Sanborn Recorder, a test setup was made in which

a potentiometer was gear-driven by a synchro receiver for both the coarse and fine

control rod positions. Each potentiometer supplied a DC potential as an input to the

Sanborn Recorder. The nominal 50 millivolt output of the vibrating reed electrom-

eter, which was operated from a separate ionization chamber, was connected to be

recorded on the third line down on the record. The obtainable scale factor on this

record did not permit good presentation of the small power transients. However,

the servoamplifier output record on the fourth line is a very good record of small

power transients. The scale factor of this record is inversely proportional to the
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amplifier gains as noted. For 100 per cent gain, the scale factor is 0.018 per cent

power per centimeter (10 small divisions equal 1 centimeter). For 50 per cent

gain, the scale factor is 0.036 per cent power/cm. For 10 per cent gain, the

scale factor is 0. 18 per cent power/cm.

PRESENTATION OF RECORDS

NOISE RECORDS

With the test setup as described, calibration runs were made in order to

determine the scale factor of the Sanborn Recorder deflection against the actual

servoamplifier output. This calibration is shown in Fig. C- 1a. For this calibra-

tion the reactor was at zero power and the Power Set was adjusted near zero until

the servoamplifier output was zero, giving the first record (marked 0) shown at the

left. The recorder was then stopped and the Power Set was changed to yield maxi-

mum positive output from the servoamplifier. The recorder was then run for a

1 1/2 second interval to give the next record (marked +300). The Power Set was

then changed to give 250 volts with the opposite sense, yielding the trace marked

-260, servo polarity is such that an upward (negative) deflection on the servoam-

plifier output record will drive the control rod inward to reduce the reactivity. The

Power Set was then readjusted to provide an average of zero output from the servo-

amplifier. The rest of Fig. C-lla is a record of the zero power noise present in

the entire system with the servoamplifier coarse gain control set at a maximum

(denoted 100 per cent gain). The vertical scale for servoamplifier output voltage is

22 volts per small division from the calibration as above. The horizontal time scale

is 0. 1 second per small division. One second timing impulses are noted at the

extreme- bottom of the chart. The servoamplifier gain is defined in Fig. 1 of Tech-

nical Memorandum 93-64-50, reproduced here as Fig. C-4. The power reciprocal

curve which the amplifier gain compensation approximates is shown as a series of

dots and dashes. Compensation in the lower half of the two watt range was not re-

quired, since the specified minimum power to be contolled in the L-3 Reactor is

one watt. The gains represented by the curves on Fig. CA correspond to 50 per

cent gain as noted throughout this report. Thus for the record of Fig. C-hla with

a 100 per cent gain and the Power Set dial at zero on the two watt range, the dashed

curve indicates a gain of one million for the 50 per cent gain condition, or a gain of
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two million for the 100 per cent gain condition as above. From examination of the

noise record of Fig. 11a, there appear to be components of noise with frequencies

as low as one cycle per second and perhaps as high as 30 cycles per second. Fre-

quency components above 20 cps must be considered also in terms of the 60 cps

frequency of the chopper. The rms amplitude of the noise is of the order of 10 volts

rms. Fig. C-hlb is a repetition of Fig. C-1la except that the servoamplifier coarse

gain is reduced to 50 per cent of its maximum value. It will be noted that the

general nature of the noise is the same as that shown in Fig. C-lla but reduced in

amplitude by a factor of two. Figure C-h c is a similar noise record with the

servoamplifier coarse gain at 10 per cent of its maximum value, or a voltage gain

of 200, 000 as noted. These three noise records are of particular importance in

establishing the basic noise level of the entire system in the absence of any activity

in the Reactor. Therefore, noise observed with the reactor operating at a given

power level which is over and above the noise indicated by Fig. C-11 can be attrib-

uted to the action of the reactor itself. The insertion of a shielded Sensitrol relay

in the coaxial cable ahead of the servoamplifier did not increase the measurable

noise.

Figure C-12a presents the record of servoamplifier output as a function of

time when the reactor is operating at a two watt power level and when the servo-

amplifier is operating at its normal 50 per cent gain level. The calibration of the

record is as given previously for Fig. 11. It will be noticed that the level of the

noise is a great deal higher than indicated on Fig. C-hlb for a comparable servo-

amplifier gain level. Figure C-12b at the right is the record of the servoamplifier

output to a dummy load when the control loop is opened at the motor input. It is

immediately apparent that the observed noise level is higher with the loop closed

than with the loop open. This performance may be explained in terms of the fre-

quency response of the system as indicated on Figs. C-5 and C-6. These curves

are derived from the theoretical considerations shown on Figs. C-7 and C-8. In

particular it will be noted that for the system conditions corresponding to those of

Fig. C-12, the ordinate of the curve on Fig. C-5 is above unity for frequencies

above 9 radians per second. This means that if noise /i is present as a variation

in reactivity, the servo system will amplify those components of the noise which are

at frequencies between 9 and 60 rad. /sec. This characteristic is apparent between

Fig. C-12a and b, where the difference in noise amplitude approaches a factor of
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two to one between the open and closed loop conditions. For the closed loop condi-

tion, it is to be expected that components of the servo natural frequency may be

apparent over and above the noise components. Following from Fig. 3, of Tech-

nical Memorandum 93-64-49, the natural frequency for the operating condition

indicated is 16 radians per second. Frequencies of this order are apparent in

Fig. C-12a. For convenience Fig. 3 is reproduced here as Fig. C-8. The operat-

ing roots r correspond to the normal 50 per cent gain condition. The roots r3

correspond to the 100 per cent gain condition, and roots r4 correspond to the 10 per

cent gain condition. The principal closed-loop decay time constants and natural

frequencies for each gain are apparent from this plot. For the method of making a

detailed study of all the transient terms present, the reader is referred to Appen-

dix A of N. A.A. report EM-138, Servo Analysis by the Root Locus Method, by

W. R. Evans. Figure C-13a is for conditions similar to those of Fig. C-12 except

that the servoamplifier gain is increased to 100 per cent. As is to be expected

with the higher gain, the noise frequencies in the realm of 8 to 40 radians per

second are accentuated even more than in the case of 50 per cent gain, since the use

of a higher gain has the general effect of raising the "resonant peak" of the curves

shown on Figs. C-5 and C 6. Attention is invited to Fig. C-13b to the appearance

of occasional burst patterns in the noise. The burst patterns appear on a number of

records, and are usually in the upward negative) direction, indicating bursts of

surplus neutrons. Figure C-14 is a repetition of the preceeding test with the servo-

amplifier gain reduced to 10 per cent. It will be noted that there is no visible dif-

ference in the noise amplitude between the open and closed loop conditions. This is

true since the "resonant peak" of the theoretical frequency response disappears

when the system damping is nearly critical.

Figure C-15a presents the open loop noise record of the servoamplifier out-

put with the reactor power level at 0. 05 watts and with a servoamplifier gain of

100 per cent. It is pointed out that throughout these tests the gain of the servo-

amplifier is compensated inversely according to power level as shown on Fig. C-4.

The data from this series of tests are reduced according to the curve on Fig. C-4,

yielding points shown on Fig. C-9. The theoretical point for noise due to efferves-

cence is indicated.

Figure C-16a presents the open loop noise record of the servoamplifier out-

put with the reactor power level at 0. 05 watt and a servoamplifier gain of 10 per cent
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Figure C-16b shows the closed loop operation for the same conditions. As dis-

cussed previously, there is little difference in the noise amplitudes between the

open and closed loop conditions. For the open loop noise run, the average value

of the servoamplifier output may be expected to show a slow drift if the reactor is

not well stabilized before opening the loop. On most of these runs the reactor had

been operated with the loop closed for a period of time long enough to realize such

stabilization, so that there is very little discernible drift during the one-half

minute of the open loop runs.

Figure C-17 is a similar presentation of the open and closed loop perform-

ance with a reactor power level of one watt and a servoamplifier gain of 100 per

cent. For the open loop portion shown in Fig. C-17b, the burst pattern of noise

mentioned previously is quite evident. Also in this figure there is a discernible

drift of the average servoamplifier output.

TRANSIENT RESPONSE RECORDS

Figure C-18 presents the records of transient performance with the reactor

operating at a power level of 50 milliwatts and the servoamplifier at 100 per cent

gain. The introduction of a disturbance signal is shown on the fine rod record,

which is second down from the top. From the known reactivity scale of the fine

control rod, the deflection noted corresponds to a change in reactivity from

0. 024 per cent to 0.063 per cent in 4 1/2 seconds. This disturbance is sufficiently

large to cause the servoamplifier to go into saturation as indicated onUL bottom

record. As given previously for the 100 per cent gain condition the scale factor of

the bottom record is 0. 018 per cent power per small division. It will'be observed

that the effect of the servoamplifier output is manifested by a rate of change of

coarse control rod position on the top record. This rate of change persists until

the average servoamplifier output goes through zero. As is to be expected, a trim-

ming operation continues over a number of seconds while adjustments are made

automatically for the effects of delayed neutrons. It is significant that the automatic

control maintains the power level appreciably within the full scale range of the ser-

voamplifier output during this period of trimming. The magnitude of the power

transient is too small to be discernible on the vibrating reed electrometer power

record of the third trace down from the top.
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Figure C-19 presents the system transient response with 2 1/2 watts reactor

power and 100 per cent gain. This disturbance signal here is a change in reactiv-

ity introduced by the fine control rod from 0. 1 to 0..8.8 per cent in 0. 6 seconds.

This is a large disturbance signal which drives the servoamplifier output heavily

into negative saturation followed by a slight degree of positive saturation at 12 sec-

onds after the disturbance.

Figure C-20 presents the system transient response at 2 1/2 watts reactor

power and 10 per cent gain. The disturbance signal is the same as in Fig. C.-19.

The servoamplifier output is driven to negative saturation but comes out of satura-

tion toward the average zero output level without appreciable overshoot.

Figure C-21 presents the system transient response at one watt reactor power

and 100 per cent gain. The disturbing signal introduced on the fine control rod is

0.007 to 0.011 per cent in two seconds. It will be observed that the power tran-

sient does not exceed the saturation level. The amplitude of the noise present

makes it difficult to judge the actual nature of the power transient. It is true how-

ever, that compensations are made automatically for the transient with the power

differential not exceeding 0. 045 per cent of one watt, and the automatic control

action is essentially complete in less than one second.

TRANSIENTS DUE TO POWER LEVEL CHANGES

Although it was not intended to provide automatic control of the reactor

during periods of changing power from one level to another, tests were made to

determine the nature of such a transient. Two records are shown on Fig. C-10.

Both of these records were copied from the record of the Brown instrument used

for recording the W.B.N. S. power level. On the top record, the initial power level

is shown as 0. 87 watt. At time 2. 2 minutes, the Power Set was abruptly changed

from 160 to 320 on the 20 watt range and the system was left in fully automatic

operation until the power level was stabilized at the new level of 1.8 watts at time

5. 3 minutes. During this operation there were two periods of fully-saturated opera-

tion of the servoamplifier.

The power transient shown on the bottom of Fig. C-10 shows the automatic

performance on the two watt range of the servoamplifier when the Power Set was

changed abruptly from 560 to 160 at time 1. 3 minutes. One interesting feature of
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this record is the 1/30 cps frequency apparent at the 0.3 watt power level before

application of the transient. This variation was not observed on the servoamplifier

output where the gain was considerably higher than that of this record. This iso-

lated example suggests the possibility of low frequency noise patterns around the

reactor that vary in time and location about the reactor. For this test setup, the

Brown Recorder was feeding from one ionization chamber and the servoamplifier

controlling the system being fed from a second ionization chamber. It would appear

that the latter ionization chamber was furnishing control signals which regulated the

power level seen by the second ionization chamber to a substantially constant level,

whereby existing low-frequency noise patterns resulted in an apparent power varia-

tion at the first ionization chamber. The existence of such neutron flux density

patterns varying with time has been mentioned by Eugene Matlin of Department 94.

REDUCTION OF NOISE DATA

The noise data taken from the open loop runs at different power levels are

reduced and plotted on Fig. C-9. The method of reduction is as follows. At the

50 milliwatt power level the power set was 80 dial divisions, following from the

scale factors described on the first page of this memorandum. From the gain

curve (Fig. C-4), reading from the dashed curve on the two watt range, the servo-

amplifier gain is 1.25 x 106 for a power set of 80. The power reciprocal curve

which passes through a gain of two million for a power set of 500 dial divisions is

used to determine the theoretical gain required for constant servo conditions. The

ordinate of this curve corresponding to a power setup 80 is 12. 5 x 106. Following

from the data given in.Description of Test Setup,, the power scale of the record is

0. 036 per cent power per centimeter with a 50 per cent servoamplifier gain, or

0. 018 per cent power per centimeter for 100 per cent gain. From the record shown

in Fig. C-15b, the noise amplitude is approximately 0.4 centimeter rms. In terms

of power, the noise amplitude becomes

12.25 x 0.018 x 0. 4:: 0.072 per cent power rms

aus plotted on the 50 milliwatt line on Fig. C-9. For the 200 milliwatt open loop case

(the noise record is not included in this report), the noise amplitude from the

record was approximately 0. 2 centimeters rms with a 10 per cent servoamplifier
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gain. For this power, the power set was 320 dial division on the two watt range.

The ratio between the dashed curve and the theoretical power reciprocal curve at

this setting is 0. 66. It follows that the noise amplitude terms of power is

0.50
0.66 x 0. 10 x 0. 036 x 0.2 = 0.024 per cent power rms.

At the one watt power level no gain correction is required, since the actual gain

curve coincides with the power reciprocal. For the one watt open loop noise record

with 10 per cent gain, the noise amplitude is 0. 15 centimeter rms or in terms of

power

0.50
0.10 x 0.036 x 0.15 = 0.027 per cent power rms.

Similarly for the two watt case with 100 per cent gain the noise amplitude is 0. 3 cen-

timeter rms whereby the noise amplitude is 0. Z2 per cent power rms.

DISCUSSION

In general, the requirements of the specification appear to be met on the basis

of tests described herein. The only qualities not proved in detail by the tests in-

volve operation at power levels above the capabilities of the W. B. N. S. in Depart-

ment 94.

The test data presented here would warrant considerable study for full inter-

pretation. The most significant item for detailed study would be the investigation

of the nature of noise observed. The general noise level due to the action of the

reactor is established by the difference between noise records at specified powers

and noise records at zero power. There are many sources from which this noise

may arise. One of the most significant features is that in terms of percentage

power, the amplitude of the noise observed is substantially independent of the actual

power level of the reactor over a range of 0. 2 to 2 watts. A change in noise charac-

teristics appears below 0.2 watts. It is believed that shot effect, due to discrete

neutrons and electrons in the ionization chamber, is dominating in the low-power

realm. Since a shot effect in the ionization chamber operation will appear as a

noise component proportional to the square root of reactor power, it will have a
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slope of -1/2 as shown at the left on Fig. C-9. From the considerations that

100 electrons appear at the output of the ionization chamber for each neutron which

enters the sensitive area, and that the chamber scale factor is 0. 177 microampere

per watt of reactor power, the calculated percentage of shot noise agrees reasona-

bly well with that measured at the 50 milliwatt reactor power level.

The noise observed in the range of 0. 2 to 2 watts reactor power is substan-

tially a constant percentage of power, as shown on Fig. C-9. This noise could be

explained by a random variation of reactivity in the realm 0. 0001 per cent or one

part in a million of critical reactivity. The observed noise in neutron flux density

had principal components in a frequency band of 9 to 100 radians per second. The

random reactivity variation figure is arrived at from consideration of the frequency

response curve of the reactor (see Fig. C-6) in which, for the frequency band spec-

ified above, the ratio between power and reactivity ranges from 140 at the low fre-

quency end down to 50 at the high frequency end. Thus where rms noise amplitudes

are in the realm of 0. 01 per cent power, the reactivity variation which could result

in such power noise would be in the realm of 0. 0001 per cent, or one part in a mil-

lion of a multiplying factor of unity..

The noise predicted by J. L. Bower in Technical Memorandum 93-61-3 for

variation of reactivity with effervescense at 1000 watts reactor power is indicated

on Fig. C-9. Since the percentage reactivity variation will increase with power,

the percentage of power noise will increase with power. If the amplitude of reac-

tivity fluctuation increases in proportion to power, the slope of the curve would be

+1, as shown at right on Fig. C-9. If the amplitude of reactivity fluctuation increases

as the square root of power, the slope of the curve would be +1/2. The actual slope

would seem to depend upon realtionships of bubble size and number as a function of

reactor power.

The above conditions would indicate that as the reactor is brought from a very

low power to a very high power that realms will be passed through where three dif-

ferent types of noise phenomena are in turn predominant, as indicated on Fig. C-9.

The design intention for the L-3 reactor is to operate the servoamplifier at

the 50 per cent gain level. The servoamplifier has approximately twice this amount

of gain available, subject to adjustment through the coarse gain control, so that a

reasonable range of adjustment is provided to accommodate different tube charac-

teristics when tubes are replaced. The 50 per cent gain level appears on the basis
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of the data presented to be the maximum reasonable gain to use for operational

purposes, since the use of higher gains needlessly accentuates the noise while

gaining little in transient response. It is interesting to note on the root locus plot

for the system that the decay time constant is approximately the same for the

100 per cent and 10 per cent gain conditions. For the 50 per cent gain condition the

decay time constant is more than twice as fast.

The original design intentions were that the automatic control for the L-3

Reactor was expected only to control power once the level had been set. The system

performs well according to this objective. Beyond this objective the automatic con-

trol does operate when used to change the power level of the reactor by a manual

change of the Power Set control. However, its servo performance for such a con-

dition is poor, since the servoamplifier is driven heavily into saturation in one

direction and then must cross into saturation in the other direction before stabiliz-

ing at a new level. If it were desired to engineer an automatic control to provide

better characteristics for such operation, it would seem appropriate to add another

feature in the servo control system to make the control rod position proportional in

part to an automatically measured power deviation. With proper propprtioning of

control components, such a system could be made to provide very good character-

istics for changing power level automatically.

T. E. Curtis, Supervisor
Test Equipment Unit
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DATE: August 7, 1953

FROM: W. N. McElroy

SUBJECT: Completion of Preliminary Bench Testing of the Leiman Pump,

Catalyst Chamber and Conductivity Cells

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 6.1.1

The catalytic chamber, conductivity cells, and pump were tested at 2. 2, 22,

and, 44 liters of H2 /hr. These values are equivalent to operation of a water boiler

at 200, 200C, and 4000 watts.

Figure C-22 shows the experimental arrangement of the catalyst, conductiv-

ity cells, and other components. The solid arrows show the direction of flow of

the carrier gas (air in this test). During the testing of the catalytic chamber and

conductivity cells (G-1, G-2, and G-3), valves V-1, V-5, V-6, V-7, and V-8 were

closed while V-2, V-3, and V-4 were wide open. Samples of gas were taken

through V-1 in order to calibrate G-1, G-2, and G-3 against the volume per cent

of hydrogen in the gas. The hydrogen and oxygen were supplied by an electrolytic

cell through the two inlets shown. Two condensers, one before the sphere and one

before the blower, were constructed by wrapping the main gas flow line with water

cooled copper tubing. The conductivity cells were attached to the main gas flow

line (3/4-inch tubing) by 1/8-inch pipe, and in order to obtain a steady signal from

G-3 some glass wool was inserted as shown. There were four temperatures re-

corded as shown by points T-1, T-2, T-3, and T-4. T-1, T-2, and T-3 were in

the catalyst chamber while T -4 was soldered to the 3/4-inch gas flow line. The

blower (pump) was running at 943 rpm which is equivalent to a displacement of

about 6 cubic feet of air per minute if we assume a pressure drop of less than

3 psi through the system.

In order to run the catalyst chamber safely, the amount of H2 in the system

at any time had to be known. The two hydrogen detectors, G-1 and G-2, which are

to be used in the final assembly and another one, G-3, which will not be usedwete

located before and after the catalyst as shown. Rough calibration of the three cells,

G-1, G-2, and G-3, in the flow and no flow conditions gave for any cell the value
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of 6. 1 0. 3 millivolts per I per cent hydrogen. With reference to the calibration

results it appears that if the cells are run with the rated 200 milliamperes going

into each bridge circuit that the maximum output signal will be about 30 millivolts

when the H2 concentration rises to 4 to 5 per cent by volume (reactor shut down

value). The operation of the cells did not seem to be affected by the vibration

from the blower or to a large degree by a change in the gas flow rate. When the

catalyst was run with a large amount of H2 entering the system (greater than

4000 watts operation)jthe carrier gas was heated enough by the reaction (recom-

bination) to cause a lowering of the zero point or of the apparent hydrogen con-

centration. This change was expected according to the theory of operation of the

cells, but nevertheless should be kept in mind. Response time has yet to be

determined but appears to be a matter of a few minutes for G-1 and G-2.

Table C-II gives the rate at which hydrogen was introduced into the system,

the hydrogen concentration before (G-1 or G-2) and after (G-3) the catalyst cham-

ber, the various temperatures T-1, T-2, T-3, and T-4, and the equivalent water

boiler operating power for the amount of H2 added.

TABLE C-II

Power,watts H2 liters/hr G-1,% G-2,%jG-3,% T-1, F T-2, F T-3, F T-4,*F

0 0 0 0 0 110* 110* 110* 125*

200 2.2 0.2 0.1 117 109 100 119

2,000 22 0.3 0.1 138 144 115 133

4,000 44 0i5 0.1 129 168 115 133

* average of all runs

W. N. McElroy
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DATE: October 14, 1953

FROM: W. N. McElroy

SUBJECT: Final Assembly and Checkout of the L-3 Gas Handling System

SPECIFICA TION

REFERENCE: 6. 1. 1

The gas handling system has been completely assembled, leak checked, and

operated for tWo periods of approximately 4 hours at the 100 watt level and one

period of 2 hours at the 2000 watt level. In addition, the hydrogen detectors, flow

meter, pressure meter, iodine trap heater, blower, and the levelometer for the

ballast system have been checked or calibrated as required.

Figure C-25 is a schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The arrows

indicate the direction of the main gas flow. The hydrogen and oxygen used to test

the apparatus was introduced directly into the mock-up sphere through valves V-12

and V-13. Before the hydrogen was introduced, 500 cubic centimeters of water

were added to MS through V-14. The blower was then started and a slight vacuum

was pulled on the entire system through V-6. Oxygen was then forced in through

valve V-5 and out V-6 in order to flush and fill the system with oxygen. The

ballast system was started, and by increasing the reference side pressure of B-2

until B-2 read below minus 6 inches of water, the water was pumped from A into B

and C until the amount of water in A equaled that in B and C, about 8 liters. Valves

V-5 and V-6 were then used to add and remove oxygen until the pressure at B-2

was minus 2 inches of water. Both valves were then closed and during the experi-

mental runs only these two and valves V-11 and V-14 were closed. Heater H-1

and the hydrogen detector G-1 were turned on, and the entire system was operated

until all the temperatures and recording instruments indicated that equilibrium

had been established. Hydrogen was then generated at the rate of 1. 1 liters per

hour, 100 watt level, and was bubbled into MS for a period of four hours. All

temperatures, except T-3, and meter readings were recorded before, during, and

after the hydrogen had been admitted to the system. The same procedure was

repeated, except for the initial flushing and filling with oxygen, for the second

run as well as for a run of 2 hours at 2000 watts, 22 liters H2 per hour.
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The results of the experimental runs are given in Table C-III. The change

in temperatures noted for the two runs at 100 watts were due primarily to fluctu-

ations in the heater and the surrounding air temperatures. The necessary con-

litsion is that operation up to 100 watts cannot be followed with any certainty by an

increase in catalyst temperature or hydrogen concentration; Prom rough measure-

ments, it appears that the first positive indication of an increase in power takes

place from 200 to 500 watts. The short run at 2000 watts gave a positive in-

dication that there is a temperature and hydrogen concentration increase corre-

sponding to a given power level. The inconsistency in some of the recorded tem-

peratures was undoubtedly due to experimental error and/or the short time allowed

for the system to reach equilibrium.

Since operation at 100 watts showed no buildup in hydrogen concentration,

no further calibration of the hydrogen detectors should be necessary. Any indi-

cation whatsoever noted by G-1 or G-2 when the reactor is in operation, in the

range 0 to 100 watts, would indicate some type of trouble. Consequently, the

value, G-1 or G-2 galvanometer reading, of 6. 0 millivolts per 1 per cent hydrogen

should be used for calibration.

The blower has been in operation on and off for a period of two to three weeks,

and as far as can be ascertained, no trouble should be encountered from the Leiman

pump or the Syntron seal as long as coolant water reaches the seal.

The ballast system and pressure meter B-2 have been operating satisfacto-

rily within the limiting range of minus 2 to 6 inches of water below atmospheric

pressure at B-2. Meter B-2 had to be calibrated after the microtorque potentiom-

eter was added,, and the calibration curve is shown in Fig. C-26. Theoretically,

it is possible to use Fig. C-26 and the following formula to determine the volume

of the system

p 2
Volume of System = aV/(-2- 1)

p 1

whereA0V is the change in ballast measured by P1, and P2 and P1 are the final

and initial pressures read on B-2. The pumping rate of the ballast system was

found to be approximately 13 liters per hour.
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The orifice meter (flow meter) was calibrated by attaching a Rotameter in

the 3/4-inch line returning to the inlet side of the blower, after valve V-9. The

maximum flow was 6 cfm and the calibration curve is given in Fig. C-27.

The iodine trap heater was found to maintain the temperature at T-2 at

4500 F with an input voltage of 90 across the heater at A-2.

The levelometer which indicates the liters of ballast remaining in A has

been calibratedand the calibration was printed on the meter face.

The pressure at MS measured through V-14 when the system was in operation

was minus 60 inches of water, and when the blower was shut off it was about minus

33 inches. Since the pressure drop is much lower than calculated, the lift pump

should operate satisfactorily, but at a faster rate.

W. N. McElroy
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TABLE C-III

RUN I

Time B-1 1 B-2 T-1,*F T-2,*FIT-3iT-4,*FiT-5,*F T-6,-F T-7,F,

Before Run 7.7 7.2 150 445 230 240 55 84 0 0 0

During Run 7. 7 7. 2 160 443 246 246 62 84 100 1. 1 0

After Run 7. 7 7.2 170 440 250 245 70 82 100 1. 1 0

RUN II

Before Run 7.7 7.2 142 444 220 235 55 77 0 0 0

During Run 7. 7 7. 2 150 452 225 248 58 84 100 1. 1 0

After Run 7.7 7.2 170 450 228 247 69 82 100 1. 1 0

RUN LII

Before Run 7. 3 7.2f 150 450 202 ( 236 I 61 73 0 0 0

During Run 7. 3 7. 2 152 450 220 265 65 75 2000 22 0.2

After Run 7. 3 7.2 152 440 202 230 65 73 0 0 0
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DATE: November 24, 1953

FROM: W. N. McElroy.

SUBJECT: Final Check-out of the L-3 Gas Handling System After

Installation at Livermore

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.5, and 6.1.6

The L-3 Gas Handling System (GHS) and Reactor Core Assembly have been

assembled as shown by drawing SRDL-923007, (Fig. 21). The GHS operational

tests, in accord with Section 6, NAA-Memo-701, have been made.

The completed assembly was helium leak checked by opening all valves

except V-5 and V-11; the leak detector was attached to the 3/4-inch gas line at

valve V-6. The system was found to be leak tight for reactor operation in accord

with Section 6. 1. 5.

In accord with Sections 6. 1. 2 and 6. 1. 6, simulated operational runs were

made on the entire gas handling system All components worked properly as

indicated by the recording or indicating instruments. The testing was done as

follows:

1. The system was evacuated and filled with the proper amount of oxygen.

Valve V-6 was then closed,

2. With the cooling system on, the gas handling system was placed in oper-

ation by turning on the blower and iodine trap heater.

3. The GHS was allowed to run for approximately one hour. It was then

shut off and left over night.

4. The next morning the GHS was turned on and allowed to run until equi-

librium was established.

5. The different instruments and components of the GHS were then checked

for proper operation.

6. The same procedure as outlined above, except for step 1, was then re-

peated.

In addition to the tests mentioned above the lift pump and ballast water trap

indicator were checked out. The lift pump was tested by adding a small, amount
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of water to the regurgitator. With valves V-1 and V-2 wide open and the blower

on, the water was returned at a rate of approximately one liter per hour. The

results indicate that valve V-1 does not have to be throttled for proper lift pump

operation. Drawing SRDL 923007 shows the manner in which the ballast water

trap indicator was connected. The thermistor in the trap was tested before in-

stallation by dipping it in water, The thermistor and scram relay electrically

connected to it worked properly every time the thermistor came in contact with

water.

All instruments which required calibration have been calibrated and the

results are in the Operation Handbook.

W. N. McElroy
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DATE: November 18, 1953

FROM: W. R. Martini

SUBJECT: Testing of the Disposal Unit for the Gas Handling System

(GHS) of the L-3 Water Boiler Reactor

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 6.1.3

A schematic drawing of the final disposal unit is shown in Fig. 30. In

order to prove its design the following test was made:

1. The unit was pumped down with a roughing pump and filled with 02

several times. At the same time all gel containers were surrounded

with hot water (750 C) for 10 minutes or more.

2. System was filled with 02 to exactly atmospheric pressure with the

disposal unit at room temperature.

3. Valves V-15 and V-16 are closed; V-17 is opened.

4. Liquid oxygen is added to the dewar.

5. The inside pressure of the unit is observed until it reached a steady

value.

6. The liquid oxygen was removed and water was used to bring the unit

back to room temperature. The final pressure was noted.

7. The water was emptied out and liquid oxygen was added again. The

final pressure was noted.

The results were as follows:

1. 1st pressure at liquid 02 temperature = 28. 7 inches Hg vacuum.

2. Pressure when returned to room temperature = 0 psig.

3. 2nd pressure at liquid 02 temperature = 28. 7 inches Hg vacuum.

The above information is sufficient to calculate a point on the adsorption

isotherm of 02 on silica gel at -183 C. It is:

02 pressure Capacity

1. 3 inches Hg = 33 mm Hg 3 000 = 117 atm cc/gminhsH 3300=11at cg
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One empirical formula that expresses the capacity of solid adsorption at a

given temperature as a function of partial pressure is the Freundlich equation.

This can be expressed as follows:

1

v = kp n , (C-1)

where

v = capacity of the adsorbant, atm cc/gm

k, n = constants; n> 1,

p = pressure of adsorbing gas, mm Hg.

It follows then from the Freundlich equation that adsorption data plotted on log

log paper should yield a straight line. The experimental data so far collected

are plotted on Fig. C-28 and for the most part do follow Freundlich's equation.

The constants can be evaluated from the plot. So Eq. C-1 becomes:

v = 60 p 5. 09 = 60 p0.196 (C-2)

For comparison comparable data from Fig. C-29 are plotted on Fig C-28. Fur-

ther investigation at this laboratory may reveal how these two isotherms may be

reconciled.

The operating procedure for the third modification, shown in Fig. 30, will

not be given here. However, the results of investigation into two dangers seen

in its operation are given here for reference. They are:

1. The possibility of boiling the soup.

2. The possibility of using up the dryer.

If the cooling system works properly and cools the core to 5 0 * F (10* C) the soup

will not come near boiling. The vapor pressure of the soup should be around

9 millimeters Hg. The final pressure during decontamination should be about

30 millimeters Hg.
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The silica gel in the dryer has a definite capacity for water. Regenerated

silica gel contains 5 per cent water on a dry basis. Silica gel saturated at 70* F

with water vapor at a partial pressure of 9 millimeters Hg contains 32 per cent

water on a dry basis. Therefore the 350 grams of gel in the dryer should hold up

to 106 grams of water. If it assumed that the partial pressure of water in the

system remains at 9 millimeters Hg, the dryer will pass 10, 000 liters of gas at

30 millimeters Hg at ambient temperature before a breakthrough of the water

vapor can be expected; if the system holds 35 liters this is equivalent to 286 volume

changes. Only 20 volume changes should decontaminate the gas handling system

to its equilibrium value with respect to the gel.

CONC LUSlON

It would appear from the experiments that have been performed that no

difficulty exists that would hinder the complete and satisfactory performance of

the unit.

W. R. Martini

Reference'

1. Brunauer, S., The Adsorption of Gases and Vapors, Vol. 1, Physical

Adsorption, Princeton University Press, 1945.
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DATE: October 1, 1953

FROM: M. L. Marke

SUBJECT: Hydrostatic Test of SRDL-21076 NARR L-3 Water Boiler

Core Assembly

SPECIFIC TION

REFERENCE: 6.1.4

The NARR L-3 Water Boiler Core Assembly SRDL-21076 was pressure

tested August 3, 1953 by Research Welding and Engineering Company,

10608 Santa FeAvenue, Soutn Gate, California, using the hydraulic test bench in

their shop. The test was witnessed by the following personnel:

1. F. Salisbury Department 94, Group 21

2. M. Marke Department 94, Group 21

3. R. George Department 54, (Inspection) Downey

The core assembly, comprised of two separate flow systems referred to as

cooling coil system and sphere system in this report, was filled with water and the

trapped air in each system was bled off and the tube ends were capped before pres-

sure testing the systems.

Line pressure 40 to 60 psi was applied to the cooling coil system for approx-

imately 5 minutes and the system was checked for leaks. The results showed no

evidence of any leaks.

Test pressure 300 psi was applied to the sphere system for approximately

5 minutes, the cooling coil system tube ends being capped, and the system was

checked for leaks. A leak was detected at the tube flare thereby resulting in repair

time which ran into the next day. This concluded the test by the above mentioned

witnesses.

NAA Inspection Department conducted the pressure test (300 psi for 2 hours)

on August 4, 1953 at Research Welding and Engineering Company. The test was

witnessed by C. D. Sutko, NAA Inspector 197, Downey and Research Welding and

Engineering Company Inspector No. 5.

M. L. Marke
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R. G. Chalker

F. W. Dodge

SUBJECT:

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE:

Testing of L-3 Reactor Gas Handling System Components

6.1.4

The parts in the gas handling system of the L-3 Reactor were tested when

fabricated in the following manner.

The larger parts were first bubble tested with low pressure gas to detect any

obvious leaks. With the smaller parts this preliminary test was omitted. They

were then leak tested for gas tightness on the Consolidated Engineering Corp. Model

24-101A leak detector, according to NAA Process Specification PN 2-2. Parts con-

taining chemicals or other material were then tested at 300 psi with gas pressure,

using the Reactor Safety Program diaphragm testing apparatus in K-5 Bomb Shelter,

under the supervision of C. W. Wheelock. Those parts to which water was not con-

sidered harmful were hydraulically tested to 300 psi using the SRD-18001 testing

unit. Pressure was maintained for one or two minutes. Finally all parts were re-

tested for gas tightness as before. In no case were any leaks found in finished parts.

All parts were tested by R. D. Morgan. Department 94-Shop, and on completion of

the test were stamped or etched, stating that they had been pressure tested at 300 psi

and leak tested satisfactorily.

The following parts were tested. All were leak tested.

SRDL-23005 H2-0 2 Recombiner
23006 Gas Heater
23024 Condenser
23025 Fiberglas Filter
23026 Enclosed Gas Analyzer
23027 Vertical Explosion Trap
23028 Horiz. Explosion Trap
23029 Cyclone Separator
23032 Pump Discharge Filter
23035 Blower Housing Assy
23042 Iodine Trap

E.O. -307108 Orifice Flange

300 psi Test

Gas
Water
Water
Gas

Leak Test Only
Water
Water
Water
Gas
Gas
Gas

Water

FROM:

DATE

7-1-53
8-7-53
7-27-53
8-12-53
7-16-53
7-17-53
7-21=53
8-5-53
8-14-53
9-16-53
9-1-53
8-5-53
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It was not considered necessary to pressure test the enclosed gas analyzer

housing assembly since it is only a protective cover and is not directly exposed to

the gas system. The blower assembly was helium leak tested with the pump run-

ning to test the Syntron seal.

The ballast system was helium leak tested upon completion. The silica gal

gas disposal system is not considered a part of the gas circulating system and will

be leak tested after completion.

F. W. Dodge
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DATE: October 29, 1953

FROM: W. N. McElroy

SUBJECT: Final Helium Leak Checking of the L-3 Reactor Core Assembly

and the Gas Handling System

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 6.1.4

After the assembly of the entire gas handling system and the connection of the

core assembly, the entire system was exacuated and leak checked. The leak detec-

tor on the most sensitive scale gave no indication of a leak in the core assembly.

The gas handling system was checked similarly and was found to be leak tight for

reactor operation.

W. N. McElroy
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METALS-A LLOYS- OXIDU BS
SMULTUs AND RW

Los Angeles 23, Calif.

ACOM . ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

2717 SO. INDIANA WTRSKT

ANALYSIS CERTIFICATE
TAL PWONE

ANOSLUS 2.1101

MAIAL tn ial1Loads - -

SHIPPED TO Alloy Die Craft

_TJy45195 .....

NO. MARKED CU 33 SN AS Pr

6939 6% Antimonial lead .015 5.80 .365 .065 --
(Sept. 1952)

1611 4% Antimaonial lead .01 4.31 .39 .093 -
(July 28, 1953)

1528 4% Antimonial lead .01 4.25 .405 .092 -
(July 28, 1953)

Leslie Larrieu 1/s

Analysis of Lead Used in Casting Top Lead Shield

-- Covers SRDL 26001 and SRDL 26002





DATE: December 1, 1953

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SPECIFICATION
REFERENCE:

E. Matlin

Operation of L-3 Reactor Instruments at Simulated Power
of 1 KW and Above

6, 2..1

The three compensated ionization chamber channels have been designed to

operate up to 5 kilowatts. Since no neutron source of this magnitude was available

at N.A.A., tests designed to simulate high power operation were performed on the

instruments. The three channels are shown in the block diagrams below.

IONIZATION BECKFAN RECORDER
CHAMBER

IONIZATION LOG N RECORDER
CHAMBER AMPLIFIER

IONIZATION SERYO RECORDER

CHAMBER AMPLIFIER

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

Ionization Chamber Sensitivity = 10~14 A/nv

Maximum Range of Beckman = 3 x 107 A

Maximum Range of Servoamplifier = 10~4 A

At 5 kilowatts the maximum flux at the ionization chambers in the L-3 was

calculated to be approximately 3 x 107 nv for channel one and approximately

5 x 109 nv for channels two and three. The first figure was obtained by dividing the

maximum range of the Beckman, 3 x 107 A, by 10-14 A/nv, the sensitivity of the

ionization chamber. The second figure was based on the calculated value of flux

present at the ionization chambers in their maximum in position.

Channel one was checked out by placing one of

chambers purchased for the L-3 into a stringer hole of

and raising the power from the source level to 1 watt.

the chamber had been previously calculated to be 2. 5 x

results are shown in Table C-IV.

the compensated ionization

the N.A.A. water boiler

The flux at the active end of

106 nv at 0. 1 watt. The
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Because the maximum flux available from the N. A. A. water boiler is of

the order of 10 nv, corresponding to approximately 10 watts in the L-3 for channels

two and three, the ion chambers could not be checked out in the last two decades of

their operation. However, the Log N amplifier and the servoamplifier were check-

ed out beyond this point by replacing the L-3 compensated ionization chamber by an

uncompensated chamber having a sensitivity of approximately 10-12 A/nv. This

chamber was placed inside the shield near the core. Since no flux data were avail-

able to calibrate the chamber, it was assumed that the flux at chamber was approx-

imately equal to that in the stringer hole. In this way, the data for Table C-V

were obtained. The servoamplifier was tested by mechanically coupling the L-3

regulating rod motor and reducer to the N.A.A. water boiler coarse control rod

rack, and observing the closed loop operation of the automatic power level system.

Satisfactory operation was observed at 50 milliwatts, 200 milliwatts, and 1 watt

levels. These levels correspond to approximately 50 milliwatts, and I watt,

1 kilowatt operation of the L-3.(Ref. page 151).

E. Matlin
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TABLE C-IV

Water Boiler Water Boiler Beckman L-3

Recorder Flux Reading Power

(mw) (nv) (watts)

2 5 x 104 6 x 10 A 10

75 1.87 x 10 6  1.83 x 10- 8  375

250 6.25 x 10 6  6 x10-8  1250

950 2.38 x 107  2.91 x 10~ 4850

TABLE C-V

Water Boiler Water Boiler L-3 Recorder Corresponding

Recorder Flux Reading L-3 Power

(mw) (nv) (%) (watts)

3.0 7. 52 x 10 4  0.75 7.5

20.0 5 x 10 5  4,9 49

150 3.76 x 10 6  40 400

250 6.25 x 10 6  60 600

1000 2. 5 x 107 225 2250
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December 4, 1953

FROM: M. E. Remley.

SUBJECT: Operation Test of L3 Reactor Instruments at a Reactor

Power of 100 Watts

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 6. 2. 2

The L3 Reactor has been operationally tested at the installation site at

California Research and Development Company in Livermore, California by

bringing the reactor up to a power of 100 watts and operating at this power

level for a period of approximately three hours. This specific operational run

was performed on November 23, 1953. In addition, several other operational

runs at various power levels were carried out during the period from Novem-

ber 11 to November 24, 1953. The results of these operational tests are pre-

sented here.

The BF3 counters for monitoring the neutron level at the lower power

levels were covered with cadmium shielding material and adjusted to give proper

readings at reactor power levels up to about one watt. Two of the boron lined ion

chambers were also shielded with cadmium sheet and were positioned to properly

monitor the reactor power level at powers up to 5 kilowatts. At a power level of

100 watts, an ion current of about 3 x 10-9 ampere was obtained in each chamber.

The third ion chamber, which feeds the logarithmic amplifier and recorder, was

positioned to give approximately 3 x 10~ ampere at 100 watts. The amplifier was

then calibrated to give a full scale reading at a reactor power of 3 kilowatts.

The reactor was started up in the manner described in the start-up pro-

cedures, which includes a check of all the safety interlocks that will shut down

the reactor. After retraction of the safety rods, the two control rods were with-

drawn until the reactor was supercritical and the power level was rising with an

e -folding time of approximately 25 seconds, as read on the period meter. After

the power had risen to approximately 90 watts, it was leveled at this point by

insertion of the control rods to the position at which the reactor was just critical.

At this point, the period meter indicated an infinite period.
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The automatic regulating rod was then switched to automatic control. The

power was observed to remain constant, as compensation for small changes in

reactor reactivity was made by slight movements in the regulating rod on signals

from the servoamplifier. The power dial on the servoamplifier was then turned

to increase the power setting to 100 watts. The regulating rod was observed to be

withdrawn until the power level reached 100 watts, at which time the rod started

back into the reflector. The power level was then maintained constant at 100 watts

with the automatic control rod for the duration of the period of operation except

when changes were made by the operator at his discretion.

As the reactor was brought up to power, the BF3 counters and counting meters

presented the. information at the control console at the lower power levels, when

they were set on the proper scale. The input of one of the Brown strip chart re-

corders was changed from one to the other of the counting rate meters, so that

the output of any one of these meters was recorded at the discretion of the opera-

tor. When a power level of about one watt was reached, the input of the recorder

was switched to one of the boron-lines ion chambers, whose output was continuously

recorded during the operation at the higher power levels. This latter switching

operation also simultaneously removed the high voltage from the BF3 counters, so

that they were not exposed to excessive counting rates during the high level oper-

ation.

During this period, the performance of all the auxiliary instrumentation was

observed. The cooling water was maintained at temperatures between 54 and 620 F

as indicated by the thermocouple on the Syntron seal through which the coolant flows

continuously. The core temperature was observed to rise about two or three de-

grees Fahrenheit before the throttle valve in the core cooling line was opened.

Opening this valve to a reading of about 2 on the meter which indicates valve

position resulted in a decrease in the core temperature. At the same time the

core outlet coolant temperature began to vary between the limits of 54 and 62* F,

the same as the variation in the temperature of the coolant in the lines in parallel

with the core cooling line. The conductivity of the cooling water was measured

with the conductivity cell and bridge giving an indication at the control console.

An unbalance of the bridge to indicate low specific resistance of the coolant gave

a warning signal at the console in the form of a flashing red light.
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The heater in the gas system was found to vary in temperature between

approximately 280 and 3200 F indicating proper performance of the thermal regu-

lating switch. The catalyst bed temperature was indicated at 179* F, approxi-

mately 10 F higher than the outlet temperature of the catalyst chamber. This

indicates that recombination of the gases of evolution was occurring in the cat-

alyst chamber. Both the gas flow and gas pressure indicators gave readings con-

sistent with normal operating conditions during the entire period of operation.

The ballast system operated intermittently on signals from the gas pressure in-

dicator to maintain the pressure inside the gas system at 2 to 6 inches of water

pressure below atmospheric pressure. The amount of ballast available was con-

tinuously indicated on the levelometer at the control console.

At the end of the period of operation the reactor was shut down by pressing

the console scram button. The safety rods were released by this signal, and the

coarse control rod was automatically motorized to the in position.

After the reactor had been shut down for a period of 3'0 minutes, measure-

ments of the radiation level at the surface of the lead shielding around the reactor

pedestal indicated this shielding to be satisfactory.

M. E. Remley





TO: : R. G. Chalker December 4, 1953

FROM: M. E. Remley

SUBJECT: Neutron Flux Traverse in the Horizontal Exposure Facilities

of L3 Reactor

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 6.3.1

The neutron flux in the central exposure facility of the L3 reactor was

obtained with gold foils which had been calibrated in a known thermal neutron flux

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Both bare and cadmium covered foils were

exposed in the central exposure facility in a specially fabricated foil holder which

was inserted so that the foil in position 1 on the holder was located at the center

of the sphere. The foils at positions 2 and 3 were located 10 centimeters and

20 centimeters, respectively, from the center of the sphere. The results of these

measurements are shown in Table C-VI, in which the thermal neutron flux has

been normalized for a reactor power level of 1 watt.

TABLE C-VI

THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX IN CENTRAL EXPOSURE

FACILITY OF L3 REACTOR

Thermal Neutron Flux
Thermal Saturated at Reactor Power of

Foil Position Foil Activity 1 watt

1 1.71x 107  4.4x 107

2 1.39x107  3..6x10 7

3 7.51 x 10 6  1.9x107

The neutron flux was measured at the top of graphite stringer No. 2 with

indium foils of about 100 mg/cm2 thickness. Both bare and cadmium covered

foils were exposed. These foils were located in a milled slot in the top of the

graphite stringer and spaced 10 centimeters apart with graphite spacers. Thus,

the only perturbation in the flux distribution in the reactor is that resulting from

the foils themselves.
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The relative flux distribution along the stringer is shown in Fig. C-30,

normalized to unity at a point on the axis of the stringer 17. 7 centimeters from the

intersection of the stringer axis and a vertical plane through the center of the sphere

orthogonal to this axis. From the flux measurements in the central exposure

facility reported above, the flux at the normalization point in the stringer is found

to be about 1.5 x 10 n/cm2- sec at a reactor power level of 1 watt.

M. E. Remley
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DATE: December 10, 1953

FROM: W. R. Martini

SUBJECT: Final Summary of Tests Run on the Disposal Unit of the

L-3 Gas Handling System at Livermore, California

SPECIFICATION

REFERENCE: 4.2.7

Introduction

Tests run at Livermore on November 20, 21, and 23, and again on

December 3 and 4 did the following things:

1. They demonstrated the operation of the disposal unit.

2. Determined the extent of the gas phase decontamination.

3. Defined the contribution of gas phase decontamination to the total

decontamination of the gas handling system.

Summary of Tests

November 20

A decontamination of the gas in the gas handling system according to

standard procedure given in the Operation Manual gave an immediate reduction

of activity on the parts of the gas handling system by a factor of 7. This was

done from 1600 to 1700.

November 21

At 1550 the gas run from the system through an ion chamber had an activity

greater than 20 mr/hr. The reactor had not been run. This is the first time that

a continuous release of gaseous activity from the core was suspected.

November 23

Samples of the gas were taken as follows:

No. 1 from gas handling system at 1205.

No. 2 from the disposal unit at 1220. Then the disposal unit was run as

outlined in the Operation Manual.

No. 3 from gas handling system at 1450.
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The activity in the wall of the sample tanks was observed to be:

Sample Tank Activity

1 0. 8 mr/hr

2 0. 4 mr/hr

3 0. 02 mr/hr

This marked the end of the first experimental test.

The gas samples were given to the Health Physics Department at Downey

for analysis. In a letter from R. E. Frost to A. A. Jarrett, Health Physics

Supervisor, the following results were found:

Activity of Sample Gas
Sample (tc/cc at STP) at 1630, Half Life
Number Source November 27 Days

1 GHS after 1st 0. 402 5. 59
decontamination

2 DU 0.226 5.60

3 GHS after 2nd 0. 00159 5.47
decontamination

This gives an apparent effective gas phase activity decontamination factor

of 252. Notice also that the half life of the residual activity is approximately

5. 6 days. This is quite close to the half life of Xe133. The observed decontami-

nation factor was not as good as had been expected, therefore plans were made to

try and measure the activity of the inlet and exit streams of the disposal unit.

Holders were made for steel Geiger counters. These are indicated schematically

in Fig. C-31.

December 3

The setup was made as shown in Fig. C-31. Then 7 minutes after reactor

shutdown, a standard decontamination procedure was started. However, when

V-5 and V-6 were opened, V-5 got opened first and C-2 received a dose of gaseous

activity that had not passed through the disposal unit. Both counters became

thoroughly jammed. A maximum activity of 28 mr/hr was measured in the disposal

unit.
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One conclusion that can be drawn from this experiment is that the activity

plated out and completely masked the gaseous activity. This activity that plat-d

out is very soluble in water.

During the run, a man was able to go down into the cave to close V- 1

33 minutes after shutdown. This adjustment was done after the health physic s

officer had made a survey and had given his permission. Two hours after shut-

down, the large filter read 300 mr/hr and the general area 30 mr/hr. The next

day the gas handling system was normally cold.

December 4

After the gas handling system had set overnight at low pressure, the disposal

unit was run again according to standard procedure using clean counters. The

count rate of C-Z was measurable, but C- 1 on the inlet to the disposal unit was

jammed. (See Fig. C-31. ) A ratio of inlet to outlet gaseous activity greater than

37 can be perceived, however, the ratio is probably considerably larger than this,

In the next experiment, the liquid oxygen was removed from the dewar and

the silica gel absorber was heated with an electric heater until sufficient pile gas

had returned to the gas handling system through counter C-2. During this time,

C- 1 was isolated and showed an overall half life of approximately 80 minutes.

C-2 showed a rather stable count rate of approximately 1. 5 x 105 c/min for the

45 minutes it took to drain the liquid oxygen, It can be concluded that this was

some sort of gas phase activity that did not decay during this time. The complete

removal of liquid oxygen from the dewar was signalled by a sharp drop in count

rate to approximately 5 x 104 c/min. After 10 minutes, the count rate rose very

rapidly until it was well into the jammed region where the counting efficiency of

the scaler is very poor. The rise in count rate was accompanied by a rise in

pressure in the gas handling system,

The third experiment for the day was to attempt to carry on a decontamina-

tion at one atmosphere pressure instead of less than 5 inches of mercury absolute.

Indications are that this worked to some extent because C- 1 count rate went up and

jammed and C-2 count rate actually came down slightly, However, both counters

were so thoroughly covered with solid phase activity that it masked any other re-

sults.
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Finally, a half life was observed on the material that had plated out on the

control holders. During this observation, pure oxygen was run through C-1 and

C-2 to ensure the absence of any gas phase activity. C-1 showed a half life of.

22 minutes and C-21 20 minutes. These half lives are close to Rb88 or Rb 8 9

Working Conclusions

General conclusions about the functioning of the disposal units are as

follows:

1. The parents of the bulk of the activity found throughout the gas handling

system are gaseous; the daughters are solid and plated out.

2. On the whole, the gas phase activity is considerably longer lived than the

solid phase activity.

3. Gas phase activity is constantly being generated in the core even at shut-

down.

General Conclusions

General conclusions about the usability of the present gas handling system

and disposal unit are as follows:

1. By running the disposal unit immediately after shutdown, the gas handling

system can be decontaminated sufficiently to allow entry into the reactor

cave for quick repairs or observation one-half hour after shut down.

Z. An overnight set allows work in the cave to be done for an indefinitely

long period.

3. If a part of the gas handling system is isolated from the core immediate-

ly after a standard decontamination procedure, that part will contain

only solid phase activity and will soon have decayed to a very low value.

Consequently any part isolated from the core immediately after decon-

tamination can be removed at will from the system with small danger of

breathing gaseous fission product activity.

W. R. Martini
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